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EDwonments'., modular carpet not 
only reduces sound, but cuts waste 
and labor costs. The 18" x 18" tiles 
fit neatly between the stacks-no 
need to c lose down, remove books, 
np up stacks. 
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Old building control ~stems-
if the wrong controller goes down, tlie system goes down. 

New Excel Plus-
if any controller goes down, everything else keeps on working. 

Virtually nothing can interrupt the new Excel Plus 
building control system. For example, if the communications 
line is accidentally cut, the remaining segments reestablish 
communication and control. Or if one controller goes off 
line, a failsafe feature keeps the communication going. And 
to top it all off, there is no longer a need for a central 
processor to mastermind the system. 

The backbone of this new system is our DeltaNet 
Peer etwork. It allows controllers to send information 
directly to each other, with or without a central proces or. 
And it interfaces with the DeltaNet Enterprise Management 
System to provide even greater control. 

Excel Plus is a totally new kind of controller engineered 

to take advantage of the breakthrough technology of the 
DeltaNet Peer Network. It's fa ter, easier to install, and can 
be reprogrammed quickly 

For those installations where 
a central processor is desirable, 
we have a new; more powerful 
Micro Central - a desk top 
PC-based system that provides 
a window to the network. 

For more information 
call your nearby Honeywell 
Commercial Division 
branch office. 

Together. we can find the answers. 

Honeywell 
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Top: H. Val Peterson. left. ls congratulated aB APPA 's President for 1986-87 by 
Wt11iam W Whitman. 1985-86 President. Bottom left: The Utah State University 
campus Is situated in Logan in northern Utah. 

Steve Howard ls edltor ofFactllties Manager and APPA s director of pub/Jeatlons. 
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H Val Peterson began his one-year 
term as President of the Assoda

, tton of Physical Plant Administra· 
tors of Universities and Colleges (APPA) at 
the conclusion of APPA's 73rd Annual 
Meeting. which was held July 13-16 In 
Boston. Massachusetts. He has been a 
member of APPA and the Rocky Mountain 
Region since 1970. and he has served on the 
Board of Directors and the Long Range 
Planning Committee. Peterson is a past 
member of the Professional Affairs Com
mittee and served four years on the Energy 
Task Force and NACUBO's Facilities Plan
ning and Management Committee. He was 
awarded APPA's highest honor. the Meritori
ous Service Award. In 1984. Peterson is past 
chair of the Energy Task Force and past 
president of the Rocky Mountain Region. 

Peterson attended Ricks College. briefly 
studied architecture. then received a 
bachelor of science degree In mechanical 
engineering from the University of Utah In 
1962. He ls a licensed professional engineer 
and spent five years working as a consulting 
engineer; his projects included designing 
HV AC and plumbing systems for all types 
of buildings, heating plants. and central 
chiller plants. He is still regularly called upon 
as a consultant In this area. 

Peterson joined Utah State University 
(USU) as assistant director of physical plant. 
then in 1970 became one of the youngest 
directors of a major college or university 
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physic.al plant department ln the country. otherwise it has been fairly stable. As I FM: How did you Brst become involved 
In the period since 1970 he has seen a viewed the APPA on the Move video- with the Association? 
doubling of the number of ~tudents at Utah tape at the Boston annual meeting, I HVP: My predecessor at Utah State 
State (from 6,000 to 12,000) and size of thought about how we·ve grown and University, Harold Wadsworth, was facilities (from 2 million to 4 mil.lion gross 
square feet). Peterson's proudest achieve- how drastically some things have active in APPA and the Rocky Mountain 

ment thus far at USU Is the development changed in the last decade alone. It Region. He was instrumental in involv-
and construction of a new comprehensive, made me wonder If we are keeping up ing me, mostly with the Association's 
centralized maintenance fadltty. with those changes-in the way we are annual meetings. When I came to USU 

When asked what attracted him to cam- structured and how we're organized to nineteen years ago. Mr. Wadsworth 
pus fadlltles management. Peterson said, conduct business. Are we set up the had been at the institution more than 
".Even wtth the politics and austere budgets way we ought to be? Are we properly twenty years. I was working as his 
associated with a university system, Lt is maintaining and handling the growth assistant at the time with the under-
still a great place to work. The tremendous that has taken place at APPA? Can we standing that when he retired. which 
variety and change of pace of day-to-day handle the growth that we see occurring he was going to do in a very short 
acttvlties make the work extremely Inter- in the future? I see things changing while, I would take his position. I be-estlng. There ts always a challenge to your 
abilities and skills as a manager." much more quickly in the next ten came director of physical plant at USU 

Read on to learn more about APPA's years than they have in the last ten before I was thirty years old. 
President for 1986-87 H. Val Peterson of years. It is an appropriate time to step My involvement in APPA moved 
Utah State University. back and take a look at the Board and somewhat slowly at first. but as I learn-

-S.H. all of the APPA offices to see If we're ed what my job was all about I looked 
organized the best way we can be. I around for further involvement. which 
want to make sure there aren't ways to took the form of committee assign-

Facilities Manager: What do you hope do it better. meats. Things just evolved from there. 
to accompli.sh during your year as Pres- In fact we may want to go outside Because I knew next to nothing 
Jdentof APPA? and obtain assistance from experts about facilities management when I 
H. Val Peterson: During my year as who are familiar with associations and took my job at USU. I learned a lot 
President-Elect I established a fairly who have the knowledge of a great from APPA and its people. I suppose I 
lengthy set of goals for APPA. Many of number of associations and how they am now considered an "old timer" in 
these goals are the completion of are organized. the business, and I would like to share 
projects already underway. The what I have learned with newcomers 
concepts of service, professionalism, FM: What other long-term goals do you who are now where I was nearly twenty 
capitalizing on new technology. and a hope to lay the groundwork for this years ago. 
commitment to quality will be stressed year? 
throughout the year. I hope to have a HVP: Most Importantly, I liope to lay FM: In what ways has APPA changed 
hand In the continued strengthening of the groundwork for everything neces- since you first Joined the Assodat1on? 
APPA's position as a leader in the field sary to anchor .APPA's position as the HVP: APPA bas obviously grown in 
of facilities management. I hope to be tap authority and leader in the field of membership and in activities. It has 
involved in developing many of the factllties management. become more professional. APPA has 
operating policies and procedures and One activity I'm particularly excited become more international In scope 
financial guidelines for APPA that have about. and I really didn't know which and has Improved all of Its services and 
never really been formalJzed. way It was going to go until the Board programs. It has become a leader In the 

Another area of emphasis this year approved the idea in Boston, is the field of facilities management. 
will be a concerted membership "blitz" concept of a foundation for APPA. We 
to try to reach those institutions that cannot look back and say, "Well. we FM: How can members serve APPA 
are not members of APPA and to solidt haven't needed that in the past." and and their profession? What contrl-
their support. use that as an excuse for not foreseeing buttons can they make? 

I also want to continue the review of the value and potential of a foundation. HVP: Since facilities management is 
the governing structure of APPA as Things are accelerating so fast these not usually a formal disctpline in which 
Initiated by last year's president. Bill days that we don't know what the individuals are trained for employment 
Whitman. Times change and needs issues are going to be even three to five in the field, many of us get a lot of 
change. We need to take a good look at years from now. APPA has a good repu- valuable training through the school of 
ourselves to see if we are organized to tation that ts getting stronger. There hard knocks. Most of us In the business 
meet today's needs and to accomplish are companies and organizations will.i.ng today had a mentor or a group of indi-
today's programs. to contribute to a foundation devoted viduals who collectively Imparted their 

to facilities management in the higher knowledge of facilities man~gement to 
education system. APPA owes It to us. We have an obligation to the pro-

FM: Could you go into more detail on itself to investigate this further: that's fesslon to pass along what we have 
the need for a review of APPA 's govern- why I am exdted that the Board au- learned to those who follow. 
lng structure? thorized continuation of the foundation APPA has always encouraged Its 
HVP: APPA's structure has been stable study. It will be a great benefit to APPA members ta get involved Getting in-
for at least the past ten years. We did members as well as the higher education volved can mean volunteering for spe-
create a new vice president office in community in general. and It has my cial projects, running for office, accept-
recent years, for special projects, but full support. ing a committee appo.lntment or as-
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slgnment. preparing a paper for Faeili
ttes Manager. making a presentation at 
a meeting. participating in the Interna
tional Experience Exchange survey. 
and sharing significant successes with 
other members. 

In order to get even more people 
involved. APPA is planning a special 
membership campaign this fall This 
campaign will be untque in that we will 
be asking our current members to help 
in the effort by signing up a new mem
ber from their region. 

FM: You were president of the Rocky 
Mountain Regional Association of 
Physieal Plant Administrators 
(RMAPPA)in 1981-82. What is the 
value and importance of the six regions 
within the structure of APPA? 
HVP: The regions foster an identity 
that allows more in-depth discussion 
and study of problems and situations 
unique to that region. The regions are 
extremely Important. Because they are 
smaller they give their members a 
better opportunity to develop dose 
friendships. And because distances are 
shorter. members from a given region 
can visit the institutions of another 
regional member to benefit from their 
work. They are also more apt to travel 
to the regtional annual meetings each 
fall. For the same reasons. It is easle.r 
for an institution to involve second
and third-level supervisors in the meet
ings. 

FM: What is the future of the regions? 
HVP: Each APPA region is unique and 
functions somewhat differently from 
one another. Yet they all have common 
Interests. One of my goals for APPA ls 
to Improve communications with the 
regions and to look for ways in which 
APPA and individual regions can work 
together on cert.a1n kinds of projects. 
There are certain things that each can 
do best. A joint venture would benefit 
the membership. 

The regions keep getting stronger 
and stronger. They often rivaJ APPA in 
their educational programs. I see the 
regions continuing to grow and get 
stronger. 

FM: You chaired APPA s Energy Task 
Force during a complex and hectic 
period. Have you seen any significant 
long-term changes or outcomes from 
the 1970s energy crisis? 
HVP: People and institutions are more 
energy conscious now. However. the 

The Main Building cont:alns offices. classrooms, and administration offices and was the first 
building constructed at USU. 

recent glut of oil has temporarily driven 
prices down and people have become 
somewhat complacent and relaxed. But 
the problem has not gone away. An 
awful lot of energy conservation meas
ures have been accomplished not only 
on college and university campuses but 
throughout most commercial and in
dustrial areas. 

Energy conservation measures at 
USU. which were formally adopted in 
1972. have resulted in a reduction of 
steam output at our central heating 
plant even with a 35 percent Increase 
in campus facilities connected to the 
system. We have never hit the peak 
quantity of steam generated at the 
plant that we reached in 1972. This 
reduction has a. marked effect on 
avoided utility dollars. 

We used to us 12,000 to 14.000 tons 
of coal a year. but now we are using 
8.000 to 9.000 tons. We are currently in 
the process of reviewing a cogeneration 
project that is being third-party fl. 
nanced. There are many projects that 
take a fair amount of expenditure of 
dollars that will in tum save many 
more dollars. Our state has been ex
tremely conservative on allocating 
dollars for energy conserving measures. 

FM: Where do colleges and universities 
stand right now regarding energy? Do 
you see any trends that wJ.1.l help or 
hurt higher education in the next fJ.Eteen 
to twenty years? 
HVP: Most colleges and universities 
have done the easy and inexpensive 
things to reduce energy usage and 
costs. Typically. those projects still 
waiting to be done are those that involve 
significant expenditures of dollars. 

Even though the payback may be 
relatively short. many institutions find 
it difficult to come up with the initial 
capital investment for energy related 
projects. Hard-to-find dollars tend to go 
into academic and research programs 
rather than energy conservation meas
ures. Over the next twenty years most 
institutions will continue to make 
energy conserving improvements in 
their plants. and certainly the existing 
and future technology will be built into 
new facilities as they come along. The 
issue of energy conservation will be 
with us for the foreseeable future. 

FM: What will or should APPA's role be 
in tackling the problem. of capital re
newal and replacement/deferred 
maintenance on our nation 's campuses? 



HVP: From what I have seen at other 
institutions and from first-hand knowl
edge of what is happening at my own 
campus. there is a large and growing 
problem of deferred maintenance m 
higher education. There are exceptions, 
of course. but more prevalent is the fact 
that maintenance budgets and even 
special appropriations are still not ade
quate to keep up with the work that 
needs to be completed. 

APPA has hammered away at this 
issue for years, but it is still with us. 
Our challenge to the future is not to 
give up. but keep trying to find the 
right way to get this message to those 
in position to do something about it. 
APPA is presently developing avid
eotape that can be used to tell the story 
of deferred maintenance or capital 
renewal in higher education. This vid
eotape would be available for individual 
colleges or universities to use "as-is" on 
their campus to tell the story, or they 
could use it as a pattern to develop 
their own presentation. 

FM: How important is APPA 's role in 
collecting data to determine how large 
this problem is and how we might 
combat it? 
HVP: APPA has considered doing a 

Utah State's five l.arge feeder bollers run 
primarily on coal and produce 2 millJon 
pounds of steam per day during the 
winter months. 

survey to determine the magnitude of 
the deferred maintenance problem, but 
that is a tremendous undertaking given 
the fact that many institutions have 
not made detailed audits to determine 
the full extent of the problem on their 
own campuses. This is understandable 
if there are no funds available to do the 
work anyway; their priorities are placed 
elsewhere. The backlog of identified 
deferred maintenance items at Utah 
State University approaches $5 million. 
Perhaps such a sweeping survey would 
fall within the purview of the APPA 
foundation. 

FM: Describe the spedal rapport that 
exists between APPA and other educa
tion assodations such as the National 
Assodation of College and University 
Business OffJcers (NACUBO)? 
HVP: It is healthy for associations to 
join together to discuss and attempt to 
solve problems of common interest. 
We have been doing that for years with 
NACUBO's Facilities Planning and 
Management Committee, which in-
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dudes three APPA member representa
tives. The joining of business officers 
and facilities managers has wed the 
knowledge of both groups to work on 
facility-related problems of mutual 
concern, such as the Classification of 
Accounts for Physical Plant. Just getting 
together. face to face, and discussing 
the pertinent issues as seen from 
another point of view is extremely im
portant. 

The June 23 Executive Briefing on 
Natural Gas. jointly sponsored by APPA. 
NACUBO, and the American Council 
on Education. is another good example 
of how a program can be made more 
successful by the joining of forces. I 
would like to see additional cooperation 
between APPA and other associations 
to deal with areas of mutual interest. 

FM: What do we mean when we talk 
about professionalism in the higher 
education facilities management field? 
What do our members need to do to be 
more professional? 
HVP: It's no secret that professionalism 
is one of my favorite subjects. A profes
sional is a person with special skills or 
experience in a particular field or activ
ity. Professionalism in facilities man
agement is merely the expression of 
professional status, methods. character. 
or standards that reflect the goals of 
facilities management. 

A successful facilities management 
operation needs to build a team of 
workers that exemplify those special 
skills and have the experience needed 
to operate and maintain diverse facili
ties to the best degree possible. These 
facilities management professionals 
need to recognize the vital part they 
play in higher education and take pride 
in the contribution they make. 

As professionals they need to do 
their work in a first-class manner and 
always within the limits of allocated 
resources. Limited resources should not 
be used as an excuse. however, for not 
being able to do the job that needs to 
be done. The true professionals usually 
find a way. The physical plant depart
ment should be a problem solver, not a 
problem maker. 

At Utah State we work hard to devel
op these kinds of attitudes in our people. 
We work in a professional environ
ment-everyday we work around the 
university administrators, professors. 
and researchers. Physical plant can't be 
anything less than professional if we 
are going to accomplish our jobs. 
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FM: What will the future require of the nology CilI1 be to the campus physical reputation of the faculty or their de-
campus facilities manager? How will plant? partment. or the fact that the Institution 
that role change? HVP: The application of technology Is is well-known for its research activities. 
HVP: The future will require more becoming a given in higher education. I imagine that most students would 
professionalism from the campus factli- Trying to accommodate changing tech- view their decisions differently, because 
ties manager. They will have to be nology always creates challenges for at that point in their career they often-
better managers of people, better man- physical plant. Much of the technology times don't even know what their field 
agers of resources. and better managers being developed could be useful to the of study will be. The real reason they 
of programs. Institutions will require campus physical plant and it is the job come to our school is because they like 
individuals to be better schooled. More of the factlities manager to stay current what they see when they get there for 
and more institutions are asking for of what is available and how it can be a visit. The work performed by physical 
persons with master's degrees. Not too used to benefit his or her operation. plant has a direct bearing upon the 
many years back a bachelor's degree APPA can assist In this area by en- image of the institution. 
was adequate. couraglng firms who have applicable This is Important not only for pro-

Facilities management is big business technology to exhibit at the annual spectlve students, but also from the 
on most campuses. More and more meeting and partidpate in the vendor standpoint of current students. faculty. 
campuses are looking to the facilities training sessions. New technology is and staff. If they work and live in a 
manager to have suffictent business not going to solve all our problems, but comfortable and attractive environ-
background to run the operation more it is another useful tool to add to our ment. they will want to stay. If the 
like a business. The job of factlities arsenal. place is a dump and equipment doesn't 
manager is getting tougher and tougher work. they are going to get discouraged 
all the time. APPA needs to gear up to FM: How important. really. is the role and go elsewhere. We play a vital role 
provide better trained factlity mana• of the physical plant department in in that. We don't contribute directly to 
gers. supporting the mission of higher edu- the teaching or the research, but the 

Many institutions have recognized cation? contributions we do make are of such 
the status and contribution made by HVP: The college or university revolves magnitude that we cannot minimize 
the facilit ies manager by giving them around the student. without whom the them. 
the title of an assistant vice president. institution hasn't much to offer. Even The condition of the buildings, 
In order to attract the kind of people though we have many programs that grounds, utility systems. and all related 
needed in these pos.itions, colleges and go off in different directions. it still elements need to provide a conducive 
universities are gotng to have to recog· comes back to the fact that we are environment for students. faculty. 
nize the importance of the position. there to serve the needs of the student. staff. and the general public to carry 
This higher expectation will tend to Some physical plant operations feel out their designated responsibilities 
elevate the level of professionalism in that they exist without the need to and university-related activities. Cam-
physical plant, and that can only be posi- recognize that service to this end is the pus physical facilities need to be oper-
tive. driving mechanism in all of higher ated and maintained so that the sur-

education. How well we do that deter- roundings are aesthetically pleasing. 
FM: How will the changing makeup of mines how well we do our jobs. comfortable. and safe. 
higher education affect the physical A recent study published by the When all is said and done. the role of 
plant functions? In what ways can the Carnegie Foundation showed that in a the physical plant department is to 
director make a contribution to those survey of high school students. 50 provide an appropriate physical envi-
changes? percent selected their college or univer· ronment for effective educational re-
HVP: rm not sure if Utah is typical of sity as a result of the campus visit. The search and programs. Our own physical 
what is happening nationwide in higher survey went a step further and asked plant division is concerned with timely 
education, but the funding is extremely the resondents what specifically about service, operations. maintenance. alter-
tight at the present time. In my opinion. the campus visit really drove the point ations. and related activity pertaining 
facilities managers everywhere will home. Was tt talking with students or to the facilities portion of a total learning 
have to do a better job with fewer faculty that helped finalize the decision, environment. The organization affects 
resources in the future. Directors are or possibly a visit to the library? Of that all segments of the university. 
going to be called upon to be better group. 62 percent said that it was the 
managers . They are going to be expected the appearance of the buildings and FM: Is there anything you'd like to add 
to be more creative in getting the same grounds. I am not sure that people fully in dosing? 
job done at less cost. realize how important and powerful HVP: Since the physical plant exists 

In addition, funding for new facilities that statistic is. Universities have com· only to give support and service to the 
has been decreasing in recent years. plete organizations to recruit students. teaching, research. and public service 
Our building program has continued yet here with physical plant we have activities of the institution. they would 
mainly because of funds coming from the ability to make a strong impact on have no purpose without them. On the 
private donations. gifts. and grants the student's decision. other hand. these same activities could 
rather than from state appropriations. I think most college presidents rec- not function without the services pro-

ognize the importace of the physical vtded by physical plant. Both areas 
FM: Will technology help or hinder plant but many people on campus need the other to function properly. 
your eHorts? Have we come as far as would lik.e to think that high school Each could do nothing without the 
we can in regards to how useful tech- students choose an institution for the other. ■ 
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7. Please ln.dlcate the number of people who will read your copy of Fadlitfes M.ffli&er(includlng yomself). 
□~ ON OH 

8. For each sectlon of the magazine. please check how interested you are to reading each. 
Feature Articles (cover stories) D veiy loterested D somewhat Interested 
Technlal Papers D very interested D somewhat Interested 
Letters to the Bditor D very lnterested D somewhat Interested 
Data Base Update D very Interested D somewhat Interested 
Management Resources D very loterested D somewhat Interested 
The Bookshelf D very Interested D somewhat Interested 

0 8ormore 

0 oot lnterested 
□ not Interested 
D oot Interested 
□ oot Interested 
D not Interested 
0 not lotecested 

9. Wbat article over the past year was yow £avortte or offered the most useful information? _____ _ _ 
10. Please rate your interest In the articles that appeared In thls Issue of FadlitJes M~. 

LML OP INTEREST: HIGH MEDIUM 
Pride and Professloaalism: An Interview With H. Val Peterson D D 
Ao Admlolstrator's Gulde to Installing a Telephone System D D 
A Time of Challenge: Physical Plant Admtnlstratlon In the PRC □ 0 
[ntegrat!ng capital Studies Wlthlo Physical Plant Operations □ D 
Management Resources D D 
Data Base Update D D 
The Bookshelf □ □ 

LOW 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

I I. How would yoo rate the general appearance of the magazine! D appeallng D satisfactory D poor 
12. Please Indicate your level of Interest In reading about these toplcs In upcoming lsslles. Mark the appropnate number 

beside each toptc. 1 = ffiJ Interested. 2 = somewhat Interested. 3 = not Interested. 
D deferred malnteoan<e D boiler management D hamdous waste management D BVAC 
D asbestos D lighting D contracting D roofing 
O telemmmuntcatioos D safety D tralnlng D computer applkatloos 
□ grounds D budgeting □ custodial D personnel management 
D energy D space planolng O preventive maintenance D parking 

13. Wb.it other publlcat!Ons do you read on a regular basis? (Check all that apply) 
D Buildlngs O American School & University 
0 School Product News O Heal1ng/Ptping/ Air Coodltloolng 
D Chronicle of Higher Educ.ation D Bwldlng Operating Management 
0 NACIJBOBuslnessOfficer O ASHWJournal 
D Energy Management Technology D Construction Specifier 
□ deaning Management D Pest Control Technology 
D Plant Engineering □Other ___________ _ 

14. Do you have any suggestions or comments! ________________ _ 

Please return this survey to APPA by November 15. 1986. Thank you. 
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by Phyllis Rossiter Forbes 

An Administrator's Guide to 
Installing a Telephone System 

Some wag once said that the cru
cial element in life is knowing 
the difference between education 

and experience. Education is what you 
get when you read the fine print; ex
perience is what you get when you 
don't. 

The purpose of this article is to pro
vide you some education on how to live 
through a change in telephone systems 
and still maintain your sense of humor. 
The key is in knowing your contract 
(who does what) and organizing for 
action. 

Most of what I have to say is from per
sonal, sometimes painful. experience. 
However. the telecommunications in
dustry has an abundance of apocryphal 
fables; just ask any telcom consultant. 
Any criticisms of the industry are not 
vendor-sped.fie. All vendors, sad to say, 
make variations of the same mistakes. 

For the sake of this article I am as
suming that you have already bid out 
your system and have chosen a vendor. 
If you have not. I would refer you to the 
talk I gave at APP A's annual meeting in 
Columbus. Ohio. 1 

In order for you to retain your sanity. 
I recommend that you keep your con
sultant on retainer for the implementa
tion phase. This assumes that you are 
satisfied with the consultant you have 
used thus far. The industry is full of 
people who pass themselves off as con
sultants but who are really rank ama
teurs. Check references and any con
tacts you may have within the indus
try. 

1Forbes. "An Administrator's Guide to 
Changing Telephone Systems." in Proceed
ings of the Seventy-Fust Annual Meeting of 
the Assodation of Physical Plant Adminis
trators of Universities and Colleges (1984). 
pp. 318-326. 

Phyllis Forbes is division chief. m~gement ser
vices. Jn the Department of Management and 
Finance of Arlingcon County, VJrginla. She re
cendy went through the process described in this 
artide wbile at the University of New Hampshire. 

This is probably your first experience 
with a. total replacement of a phone sys
tem, and by the time it ends. you'll hope 
it will be your last. Telcom consultants 
have guided many installations and 
know what the critical paths are and 
where the potential disasters occur. And 
I guarantee that disasters will occur. The 
telcom industry is a living example of 
Murphy's Law in action. With a little 
luck and a lot of hard work. your con
sultants will hei.p you avoid some of the 
costlier mistakes. 

Where to Start 
Well, you've hammered out a contract 

and the hard part is over. right? Wrong. 
This is just the beginning. You will 
learn, to your endless dismay, that the 
learning curve in the telcom industry is 
straight up. And you are the guinea pig. 

Read the contract you signed. Ten or 
twelve times. Highlight important 
spots. Put it in a three-ring binder and 
keep it dose at hand, Make sure every 
significant player on your team has a 
copy and has read It. 

Insist that the vendor's project man
ager has a copy of the contract and see 
that he or she has read it. Here again. 
stories in the industry are legion. most 
of them having to do with the fact that 

vendors' project managers often have 
never seen the contract. Add that to the 
reality that they will cut every corner 
they can. and you will realize very quick
ly that cavea.t emptor reigns supreme. 
For your own protection. make the con
tract your Bible. 

Location and Emergency Power 
I cannot emphasize strongly enough 

the need to find a good location before 
you ever go out to bid. Some important 
considerations follow, 

• Locate it as near as possible to the 
greatest concentration of telephones. 
This reduces cable runs. 

• A void rooms that are damp. sub
ject to flooding, and have overhead 
steam. water. or condensate pipes. A 
modern switch is a computer and com
puters don't like water or dampness. 

• If you have not already done this 
before you went out to bid. hire a con
sultant who spectalizes in outside plant 
configuration work to plan with your 
facilities people a cable layout that 
avoids all existing obstructions and to 
suggest a switch room location. Many 
colleges and universities have complex 
systems of man-made obstructions. 
such as steam tunnels and utility con
gestion. which are not easily crossed. 

Before You Turn The Page ... 

If you think that this article does not apply to physical plant administrators. 
consider this: 
• With a phone system. you hit every nook and cranny of the campus. You 

have a central switch. (like the mainframe computer) and tiny computers 
(phones) everywhere. 

• If you are installing a completely new cable system. you are digging up ma.in 
thoroughfares. crossing lawns where students play frisbee. and having to 
acquire rights of way from many different entities. 

• Then, someone will enter every building, potentially compromising the 
building shell. 

• Once inside, literally every corner is penetrated. Aesthetics and life safety 
matters arise. 

You may think this article is not speaking to you. but you will be involved in any 
installation that others undertake. Unfortunately. often this involvement does 
not occur until after some major mistake has been made. After you read this, 
you may wish to share it with your colleagues in the telecommunications office. 

9 
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• It may be cheaper in the long run to 
build a new building to house the switch 
and the telcom department than 
renovating existing space and trying to 
deal with planning a cable plant around 
some significant obstructions. 

The matter of an uninterrupted 
power source (UPS) is one that needs to 
be considered. The switch itself must 
have electricity to operate. as must the 
climate-control system. Providing a 
generator to back up the batteries may 
be required if there is the probability 
of significant power failures due to 
weather. Sometimes co-location of the 
computer center. telecommunications. 
and any emergency communications 
will make a UPS more cost-effective. 

Another detail to keep in mind is that 
ring-down phones will not work with
out power and. If you have them in 
elevators and do not have a complete 
UPS in each building where there are 
ring-down phones. they will not work in 
the event of a power failure. The most 
economical alternative may be to con
tinue to rent them from the local operat
ing company. 

The Project Team 
Your project team is crucial to your 

success. It should be put together with 
great thought. From my own experi
ence. the players needed are: 

1) A Project Manager. usually the tel
com manager. This individual should 
know the contract inside and out and 
should have good organizational skills. 

2) A Staff Engineer for Outside Plant. 
whose job will be to assist the vendor in 
locating utilities and ledge. suggesting 
routing for cable. interfacing with local 

entities regarding Rights of Way. and 
checking work daily. This individual 
should provide daily reports which 
should be kept 1n a three-ring binder. It 
goes without saying that this person 
should have an intimate knowledge of 
the campus. If staffing on campus is too 
thin to allow a staff engineer to under
take this job. look for an outside en
gineer who has already done work on 
the campus. Since most installation jobs 
have multiple sites in progress simul
taneously. this engineer ought to have 
one or two clerks to help him or her 
keep an eye on the work. 

3) A Clerk of the Works for Inside 
Plant. whose job will be to locate equip· 
ment/mechanical rooms in buildings: 
wall space for punchdown blocks: ac
ceptable routings for risers: accompany
ing the vendor reps while they do an ac
tual inventory of the number. type. and 
location of existing phones: and check
ing installation work daily. This indi
vidual should also provide daily reports 
which should be kept in a three-ring bin
der. This person should know the cam
pus. too. 

4) A Project Assistant. whose job is 
to schedule meeting rooms and notify 
parties regarding meetings: to keep 
notes on all meetings: to maintain the 
log sheet (to be discussed later): to main
tain careful records of everything: and to 
take care of notifying departments 
when work is to be done in buildings. 
This person is critical to the day-to-day 
tracking of the nitty-gritty details. Many 
projects have succeeded or failed based 
on the efforts of this person. 

5) Someone to interface with your 
space p1-anning group. or whoever is the 

Documentation is Everything 
Have the Project Assistant develop a "library" of three-ring binders which 
include: 

a) the original Request for Proposal (RFP) 
b) the vendor's bid 
c) the contract 
d) originals of all forms, the implementation plan. the escalation list, etc. 
e) all correspondence 
f) the budget for the project 
g) log sheets and notes from the meetings 
h) field reports from the engineers and clerks 
I) all job change orders (JCOs) 
j) anything else you might consider important 

Although this is a very mechanJcal thing. from my own experience I can assure 
you that having everything 1n the same place and within easy reach Is crucial 
to keeping the project moving. If you ever have to go to court, having complete 
and current records makes the difference. 
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"building owner" on your campus. This 
individual's responsibility will be to 
keep the vendor informed of require
ments for penetrating building shells. 
aesthetics. Life Safety requirements. and 
local and state ordinances. 

6) Someone to interface with your 
security force who can help with routing 
traffic and securing blasting and exca
vation sites. 

Expect to spend some money to hire 
extra help. Most university and college 
telecommunications/plant maintenance 
offices are not flush with staff who 
have nothing else to do and can be 
assigned to such a project full-time. 
Failure to staff the project adequately 
can cost more in the end when mistakes 
have to be corrected. 

Important Paperwork 
Insist on an Implementation Plan 

(major tasks and critical paths) within 
thirty days of contract signing. If you 
don't get an acceptable one. call a halt to 
everything until you have it in band and 
it has been approved. This may mean 
paying your consultant to work with the 
vendor's project manager to get one. 
since very few vendors seem able to do 
it to an acceptable level of detail 

Insist that the vendor send the Project 
Manager to the consultant so you don't 
have to pay for the consultant's travel. 
meals, and lodging, in addition to his or 
her time. Construct the Implementation 
Plan on the basis of how long It takes to 
do a good job. Don't set dates on the 
basis of preconceived time frames. The 
"bottom line" is the driver on both 
sides. 

Under the best circumstances. the 
vendor will cut as many corners as pos
sible. and unrealistic time frames add to 
the urgency on the vendor's part to do 
this. Most Institutions change phone 
systems to save money as well as to up
date technology. Your side will push to 
"cut"-or put the new system into op
eration-sooner rather than later in 
order to save equipment rental fees to 
the local operating company. Re
member: a bad cut costs you more in the 
acceptance of the system by the people 
using It than a month's rental fees. 

Another important item is an "esca
lation" list. It Is the list of people you (or 
the vendor) begin calling when some
thing out of the ordinary happens or 
when something goes wrong. This is 
essentially the organizational chart for 
the project. 
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Appoint yoUI own Project Manager 
(usually the telcom manager) to be the 
single point of decisional contact for the 
vendor. Avoid. if possible. setting up 
situations where "end-runs" become 
commonplace. This usually means that 
the person with the least information 
ends up rendering political. rather than 
technical or operational, decisions. 
Make sure all your people adhere to the 
prtnciple that the Project Manager is the 
main check point. 

Make sure all exceptions (additions 
and deletions) are documented with Job 
Change Orders (JCOs). Don't leave any
thing to "gentlemen's agreements." Es
tablish some formal route for signature 
approval and have the project assistant 
responsible for seeing that both sides 
take care of it. The press of time and 
things to do will make it easy to 'forget" 
or depend on gentlemen's agreements. 
which will disappear into thin air when 
the bill comes. Each and every change 
should be documented on a JCO. and it 
ts your responsibility to see that you do 
yours and the vendor does theirs. 

Develop a log sheet on which all items 
that require any kind of action are re
corded and numbered consecutively. In
clude date entered, due date, and who is 
responsible. When an item is com
pleted. add completion date. resolution, 
and print it out for the next meeting so 
everyone can be informed of what hap
pened. Then archive the items that are 
finished. In addition to provid!ng the 
agenda for each week's meeting, this 
system provides a record of who asked 
for what and when and whether or not 
it was accomplished. Together with the 
notes taken at each meeting, this log 
sheet will provide credible evidence If 
you ever have to take the vendor to 
court. (See Figure 1.) 

Establish a l og-in/log-out procedure 
for approving all drawings. YoUI log 

sheet should include the name of the 
building and spaces for Telcom, Facili
ties Planning. and Vendor. Ask for 
drawings as they are done. not all at 
once. Vendors love to drop thirty-five 
buildings on you and then gripe when 
you can't meet a forty-eight-hour turn
around. Insist on seeing the outside 
cable plans first because these deter
mine building penetrations. Make sure 
the drawings are to scale or they are 
worthless. Don't accept the liability, 
which belongs to the contractor. by 
marking out the routes for them. 

Keeping Lines of 
Communication Open 

Establish regular weekly meetings 
where all involved come together to dis
cuss progress and problems. The cast of 
characters at the weekly meetings 
should include: 

-the Projec:t Managertrekom 
Manager 

-the Project Assistant 
- the derks of the Works and their 

assistants 
-the facilities interface 
-the security interface 
- five or six people from the vendor. 

including the Project Director 
Devote at least one weekly meeting a 

month for the consultant to come on
site, as well as the campus administra
tors up through the responsible vice 
president. The types of issues to address 
at these meetings are: 

a) the reliability and accuracy of the 
Implementation Plan 

b) cable plans 
c) tracking job change orders (JCOs) 
d) types of presentations to be made 

to groups on campus 
e) any necessary retrofit of your local 

operating company's central office to 
provide direct-inward dialing (DID) 

f) data base construction (station fea-

Figure 1 
Project Resolution Log Sheet 
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tures, types of phones. how much in
formation to give the customer) 

g) billing options 
h) guidelines on interior station wir-

ing: 
- routings 
-conduit. wire-mold!ng 
-coring/penetrations 
-how far spare cable goes into 
buildings 
-amphenol connectors vs. punch
down blocks 
-segregating voice/data pairs 

i) protection, where and what kind 
j) grounding 
k) field decisions (pressure the ven

dor to give the project manager author
ity-more often than not. the project 
manager does not have the authority to 
make even the simplest field deci
sions.) 

If some of these issues appear rather 
trivial for such a meeting. I would only 
note that they are often the issues on 
which the vendor will try to cut comers. 
It helps to have the "big guns" there to 
back you up. 

There are a number of points at which 
informing the community becomes very 
important. Mass confusion results very 
quickly unless you anticipate several 
things: 

a) All vendor personnel look the 
same to those on campus. It means little 
to the average member of the commu
nity that you may have two or three 
different groups of vendor personnel 
surveying different things. (One group 
locating phones for stati.on wiring. 
another group locating groups of phones 
for routing risers. and so on.) It's all for 
the telephone system (right?) and there
fore it's all the same. WRONG. 

b) The vartous vendor groups do not 
necessarily communicate with each 
other, so when a departmental secretary 
asks a question. she may get two or 

ITJ!M DATE UQUESTED ASSIGNED DUE RESOLVED 
# ENTDBD BY llEQOHST OR PROBLEM TO DATE DATE RBSOLUTJON/PROGlll!SS 

1. 4/28/86 Vendor Right of Way- Physical 6127186 7/18/86 5/6/86-Contact made. Paperwork 
Railroad Plant in progress. 

Liaison 6/10/86-Paperwork proceed!ng. 

2. 4/28/86 Vice President Meet with Telcom 6/27/86 6/27/86 Meetings held to inform & 
Deans & Dept. Manager answer questions. 
Heads 

3. 4/28/86 Telcom Manager Set up procedures Vendor 515186 5/5/86 Done. 
for blasting Safety& 

Security 

11 
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three different answers, and then you'll 
get a call 

cl Most of the notices you send out 
won't get read anyway, but at least you 
will have made an effort to communi
cate. 

Inevitably, you will have multiple ac
tivities going on simultaneously and the 
resulting questions and problems may 
leave you wondering if anyone talks to 
anyone else. A few well-timed letters. 
letting people know who is doing what. 
and a few articles in the campus media 
can be extremely useful 

Keep the Maintenance and Buildings 
and Grounds departments informed of 
trenching schedules. Nothing is more 
demoralizing than planting something 
only to have it dug up two weeks later, 
or to paint a wall, only to have coring 
occur the next day. 

Working With Your Local 
Operating Company 

What items need to be ordered from 
your local operating company? 

a) Upgrading your current central of
fice to accommodate direct-inward dial
ing (DID). This can be a very sticky 
issue. Most colleges and universities 
have Centrex. whose revolutionary 
characteristic was DID. Many central of
fices equipped for Centrex cannot pro
vide DID for the new switching equip
ment without an expensive upgrade. 

If you are a large customer and repre
sent a major portion of the company's 
installed base. they are not going to 
want to move very quickly to lose you. 
You will have to be very persistent. 

b) Ordering trunks. WATS. and for
eign exchange (FX) lines should be done 
well in advance. Although it costs more 
to have these "additional" trunks operat
ing ahead of the cut date. it alleviates the 
need to make a potentially critical. and 
irreversible, cut when you don't have 
two systems operating in tandem. It's 
money well-spent. 

c) Purchase of current station wiring. 

Existing Station Wiring 
A major Issue with respect to the in

terior cabling will be the purchase and 
reuse of existing station wiring. You will 
be encouraged by your vendor to buy 
your existing station wire from the local 
company. This is not bad advice. but not 
for the reason for which the vendor Is 
likely to make the recommendation. 
The reason they want you to buy it is so 
they can then suggest that you reuse 

major sections of it, thus saving them 
having to string new wire. Always re
member that if you've bid a completely 
new universal cable plant. approving the 
reuse of existing station wire should be 
done on an area by area basis building 
by building. It should only be done 
under the following conditions: 
-when the cable is good 
-when it is easily traced 
-when aesthetics suggest it is desirable 
-when the wire is 24-gauge and they 
are all home runs (no riser closets) 

You should ask for credit for each sta
tion counted in the contract for which 
the vendor does not have to string wire. 
It will not be equivalent to a per-station 
cost, but It is a savings and you, not the 
vendor, should realize it. Insist, how
ever. on a bill of sale from the vendor, 
which warrants the wire. Then any 

post-cut problems are the vendor's, 
not yours. 

The major reason to purchase the 
existing station wire is to avoid any legal 
hassles after cutover that may be caused 
by tariffs which appear to allow the local 
operating company to charge you for the 
station wire on premise. even if you are 
not using it. A secondary reason is that 
it may represent a cost avoidance to you. 
Often, the purchase of existing station 
wire will pay off within one year. when 
you will no longer have to pay month
ly rental. 

External Cable Plant 
The ideal situation with respect to 

the outside plant is to hire an engineer 
before you go out to bid or, failing that 
while you're haggling over the contract. 
Have a suggested cable routing that 
takes road crossings and utility conges
tion into account. 

Try to locate building entrances below 
grade as much as possible. Be sure equip
ment rooms are dry and there are no 
pipes nearby that will produce moisture 
in the summer. Insist on cabinets where 
the punchdown blocks are not secure. 
or where they are near slop sinks. etc. 

Typical headaches in the installation 
of the outside plant include getting 
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decent drawings, determining a reason
able radius for any turns in cables (con
tractors do this to avoid extra man
holes), and the type of conduit to be 
used (metal vs. PVC), specifying the 
types of splices to be used, proper 
grounding in this age of PVC pipes. 
sump-holes In manholes that are not 
pre-cast. and getting a schedule out of 
the contractor so that you can let people 
know where parking spaces will disap
pear, blasting will occur. and movement 
will be curtailed. The inconvenience 
will be tolerated by the community 
with more good humor if they are told 
what to expect. 

Insist on as-bu.ilts as you progress. 
Don't get stuck with the technicians· 
best recollection six months after cut. 
It is a common tale in the telcom in
dustry of as-builts that are not forth
coming for as much as a year after cut. 
If you are smart, acceptance (and the 
final payment to the vendor) will in
clude having the as-builts in hand. 

Interior Cable Plant 
Enclosing interior cabling in conduit 

is a potential area of disagreement 
between you and the vendor. As a 
physical plant administrator. you know 
that aesthetics and the security of 
utilities are important issues. Always 
maintain your right to require conduit 
tf the contract calls for conduit. 

Some vendors will try to pull the old 
Ma Bell trick that "you get what we 
give you." Don't let them maintain that 
as an operating principle. However. be 
reasonable. Fishing walls. suspended 
ceilings and crawl spaces can be per
mitted when reasonable. i.e., when 
walls and ceilings are fishable. (Note: I 
understand that the National Fire Pro
tection Association is getting ready to 
require that even 6-pair station wire be 
suspended and secured in ceilings, not 
draped.) 

Many new systems are bid wi.th 
spare cabling included, equivalent to 
30, 40, or 50 percent of total installed 
capacity, When is it wise to eat into the 
spare capacity? This can be a tough 
judgment call. One school of thought is 
that things will never be as cheap to 
wire as when you have the trenches 
open, and that is certainly true. How
ever, if you've planned to put In extra 
four-inch conduit with pull wires to 
meet future expansion, then this school 
of thought may not be the wisest, espe
cially if the vendor is running dose to 
the profit margin (a common situation 
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in open bid situations). It may, in fact, 
be cheaper to eat into the extra cable 
and pull additional wire through later. 

My experience has been that people 
go wild planning for ''futures." Once 
you've sorted out what is a realistic fu. 
ture and what Is sheer fantasy. there are 
some buildings where it may make 
sense to eat into the extra cable to 
accommodate additions. Spedfically. 
those would be buildings where the 
extra pairs were beyond the spare 
specified in the contract (this happens 
because of cable siZing), the likelihood 
of major growth in the future is unlikely 
or where the existing station-Wire. 
which you thoughtfully purchased from 
the local operating company, could be 
used for local area networks (LANs) for 
data transmission. If your switch is 
capable of voice over data and you have 
purchased a uniform cable plant. then 
eating into spare capacity is possible. 

Special Needs 
Every campus has some spectal needs 

that rely on the telephone system. Some 
typical examples are: 

a) Punchdown your voice pairs on 
separate boards from all others (data, 
alarms. special circuits). This is true 
especially when you have amphenol 
connectors. It facilitates distinguishing 
them later and providing you easy ac
cess to them. 

b) Data: most data communication 
on a campus does not need to go 
through the switch. Local area networks 
(LANs) can be set up. using the new 
cable plant or the existing station wiring 
purchased from the local phone com
pany. Many new switches allow voice 
over data. multiplexing. LAN s, etc. Of 
you have twenty termmals or more per 
building, MITTGng over direct wire to a 
port selector is often the most econom
ical way.) Be creative. 

c) Emergency Numbers: If you have 
emergency numbers, consider how their 
use may change in the cutover. Given 
the fact that it may take time to train 
people to add or drop digits on all phone 
numbers, antidpate the likelihood of 
someone in an emergency dialing in
correctly and program the switch to in
terpret both numbers as the emergency 
number. 

d ) What to do about buildings being 
built. or in the planning stages. which 
were not included In the contract. Ad
ditions can be very expensive. so if you 
did not plan far enough ahead to include 
the butlding, don't include it under the 

contract. Include the cost of station wir· 
ing and sets in the cost of the building, 
but do put the cable in while you have 
trenches open and stub it where it will 
enter the building (or building to be). 

e) If you have Federal Telephone Ser
vice (FTS} lines or autovon lines on your 
campus, you will have to make spectal 
accommodations to avoid interruption 
of service. 

f) Lines that are not billed through 
your Telcom Office--finding out what's 
out there can be a problem. What you 
don't want to happen is to overlook any 
of these and then have service terminate 
at cutover because the key sets no longer 
work. These types of lines include FTS/ 
autovon. inward WATS (800). and 
others. 

g) Academia being what it is, offices 
will be moved or new phones desired 
after the station-wiring in any building 
has been completed. Although most 
contracts call for additions up to thirty 
days prior to cutover. someone will 
want a new number within that time 
period. The easiest solution is to request 
from the local operating company that 
they put aside twenty to thirty phone 
numbers that can be assigned after the 
cut-off and which would not be cut dead 
at the time of cutover. Then, after cu t
over, go in and wire those few stations 
into the new switch. 

h) Amphenol connectors in building 
risers should be used with discretion. 
They provide a neater Job and are a cost 
savings. but they leave you with less 
flexibility for the future if you need to 
change usage. 

Training Your Users 
One of your major cost-saving goals 

is to keep the number of single-line sets 
high (90 percent}, and the number of 
electronic (multiple-line) sets low (10 
percent). These days, everyone is used 
to the 1 A2 key sets ( that line of buttons 
on the phone} and even consider it a 
status symbol. They simply will not be
lieve that the new single-line sets will 
do everything (and more) than the old 
1A2s. You need to be very firm. 

When you do your "dog and pony" 
show, take along an "executive work
sta.tion ." This is a plain old single line 
telephone. But what you call it matters. 

When you collect the data base, do 
not outline options. Simply collect your 
data (number of lines. people, locations, 
what happens to calls, etc.) and design 
the system back in the office. For the 
recaldtrant. ask them to "try it our way" 
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for sixty days after cutover. If at that 
time they are still unhappy, they can re· 
quest changes-for a price and with a 
vice president's approval. 

As far as possible, keep departmental 
numbers the same. Publish all numbers. 
Lots of people will insist that they don't 
want their number published, which de
feats the purpose of the new system 
(and getting rid of the 1A2s}. Sell them 
by pointing out that the secretaries can 
do more important work if they don't 
have to screen a call when someone is 
in his or her office and not in a meet
ing. 

If cutover doesn't occur at the same 
time that the annual directory appears, 
prepare a photocopied version. Remind 
people that any staff and/or location 
changes will require that they notify the 
Telcom Office. 

Training should take place on campus 
with phones that work. One of the 
biggest ways to assure that the new 
phone system will not be accepted is to 
do an inadequate job of training people 
to use it. Getting people to come to the 
training sessions will stretch your inge
nuity. 

The preferred mode everywhere has 
been to send a departmental secretary 
or business manager and expect them 
to go back to the department and train 
everyone else. This may work. as it does 
for so many things in academia. But 
then again, it may not. A letter from the 
president inviting everyone to attend is 
a good idea. A spectal session for vice 
presidents, deans and department 
heads, with a pep talk to get them to 
"encourage· their people to attend is 
another idea. The best idea. to my mind, 
is to buy some cordless phones and raf
fle them off at the end of training ses
sions. Only those who attend are eligi
ble to win, and the phone can be used 
however the winner wishes. Carrots al
ways work better than sticks. 

Conclusion 
I have tried to hit some of the high 

points in installing a telephone system. 
No one lives through an installation and 
cut without developing a sense of 
humor in a crisis and some very careful 
methods of keeping multiple tasks 
going at once. 

Each installation is slightly different. 
However, establishing effictent. man
ageable systems to track the details is 
the most important aspect for the ad-
ministrator to be concerned with, ■ 
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Top: This library, completed in 1985 at Northeast Teclwical University in Shenyang, wJ/1 
house more than 1 million volumes and will be the fourth ktrgest university library 
in China. Bottom, Designed in a western style, this auditorium is located at Beijing's 
Qinghua University. 
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by William D. Middleton. P.E. 

"We've said on many occasions that 
China's economy might approach that 
of the developed countries by the 
centenary of the founding of the 
People's Republic. This prediction is 
based. among other things, on China's 
ability to develop education, raise its 
scientific and technological level. and 
train hundreds of millions of qualified 
people at all levels and in all spheres 
of work within this period of time." 

- Deng Xiaoping 
In an address delivered 

at the National Education 
Conferenc:e on May 19. 1985. 

William Middleton is assistant vice president for 
physical plant for the University of Virginia. 
CharlottesvJlle. Virg/nla. and seives as APPA 's 
1986-87 Vice President for EduCiltfonal Programs. 
He traveled to China in 1985 as a member of a 
World Bank team studying management and 
finance. which took him to seven college and 
university campuses in several areas of China, as 
well as to the State Education Commission in 
Beijing. He has traveled extenstvely in China on 
two prevJous visits. 



Bicydes provide the prindpal means of transportation on Chinese c.ampuses. 

T he People's Republic of China is 
now in the midst of a period of 
dynamic change and growth in 

its economy as the world's most popu
lous nation sets out to achieve its am
bitious goal of taking a place among the 
world's developed nations in the 21st 
century. 

Few institutions in China's society 
will be more profoundly affected by 
this period of reform and change, or by 
growth. than will higher education. 
The years ahead are bound to be a time 
of great challenge-and opportunity
to physical plant administrators on 
China's college and university cam
puses. 

In their drive for economic growth, 
China's leaders hope to quadruple the 
value of the nation's industrial and 
agricultural production over the two 
decades from 1980 to the end of the 
century. To do this they recognize that 
China must significantly expand and 
improve its educational system. with 
particular emphasis on higher educa
tion. China's planners have estimated 
an annual enrollment growth rate be
tween 1983 and the year 2000 of 10 
percent or more. They have projected 
that the system of higher education 
will have to grow by a factor of five by 
the turn of the century_ 

Higher Education in China 
Despite what Is still a comparatively 

low enrollment ratio. higher education 
in China is an enormous undertaking. 
In 1983. for example, total enrollment 
was estimated at 1.2 million students. 
By 1985 the number of institutions had 
grown to about 900 from a level of only 
630 in I 979. By western standards. at 
least. most Chinese colleges and uni
versities are relatively small with an 

average enrollment of 4.000 to 5.000 
students. An enrollment of 10,000 is 
considered extremely large by Chinese 
standards. 

Established in the 1950s along Soviet 
lines of highly-centralized planning and 
management. governance of China's 
colleges and universities has been 
strongly directed and controlled by 
central government agencies. Overall 
administration of higher education has 
been provided by the Ministry of Edu
cation (now the State Education Com
mission). The Commission directly 
manages a. number of comprehensive 
universities of a. national character, 
while other more spedalized colleges 
and universities are managed by various 
ministries of the central government. 
The Ministry of Railways, for example, 
operates several spedalized universities 
that train professionals for careers in 
the railway industry. The Ministry of 
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade 
manages the University of International 
Business and Economics at Beijing. Still 
other colleges and universities are 
under the direct management of pro
vinctal or munictpal governments. 
Teachers colleges and universities, for 
example. are typically controlled by 
municipal or provincial governments. 

While this basic structure is not 
Likely to change, ma.jar changes are 
taking place in the way institutions are 
managed. Elevation of the former Minis
try of Education to the status of a State 
Education Commission in 1985. with 
vice-premier Li Peng as its chair. gave 
education an important and much
strengthened status. At the same time, 
strong central control of educational 
Institutions Is being relaxed and colleges 
a.ad universities are being given much 
greater autonomy in their manage
ment. 

China's Colleges and Universities 
The typical Chinese college or uni

versity campus has much in common 
with. and many differences from, its 
North American counterparts. 

While landscaping is not as exten
sively developed as it is on most Amer
ican or Canadian campuses. almost 
every campus has an elaborate Chinese 
garden with a pond. ornamental plant
ings, decorative racks. and the Like. 
Almost every road or street is heavily 
planted with street trees. Virtually 
everyone travels on foot or by bicycle, 
and Chinese campuses are spared the 
problems of faculty and student park
ing. 

Building construction tends to be 
austere by western standards. Most 
buildings have plain concrete, tile. or 
terrazo floors, and painted, cement 
walls and ceilings. Lighting is dim, and 
heating is limited. 

The architectural style of China's 
educational buildings varies widely and 
is usually dependent upon the date of 
its construction. Contemporary build
ings are typically simple rectangular 
structures with a minimum of embel
lishment or detail. Buildings from the 
I 950s, when Soviet advisors strongly 
influenced Chinese construction. are 
usually built .In the heavy Soviet "wed
ding cake" style. On some campuses 
older buildings dating from the pre
World War 11 period show a strong 
western architectural influence. Several 
of the buildings on the Qinghua Uni
versity campus at Beijing were designed 
by American architects during the 
1920s. 

Students are housed eight to a room 
on double-deck bunks outfitted with 
straw mattresses. Faculty members live 
in modest flats in six-story walk-up 
apartment buildings. Typically, the 
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entire student body and faculty are 
housed on campus. 

Internal organization within Chinese 
colleges and universities tends to be 
rather simple. with finance . facilities 
and most supporting services typically 
under the management control of the 
equivalent of a vice president for ad
ministration. Most often the functions 
of facilities planning and construction 
and facilities maintenance are provided 
by separate divisions of this organiza
tion. In at least some colleges and uni
versities. however. they have been 
combined into a single, comprehensive 
facilities organization. 

Facilities Planning and Construction 
Unlike the planning cdterla typically 

used by western institutions, planning 
for facilities construction in China 
Is typically based upon various per
student space allowances established 
by the State Education Commission. 
Because of the "closed" nature of China's 
institutions of higher education, which 
provide virtually every type of support 
service on campus, these allowances 
include such diverse needs as faculty 
and staff housing and dining facilities, 
primary and secondary schools, health 
care facilities. and the like. Thus, space 
standards vary from as little as 33 square 
meters (355 square feet) per under
graduate liberal arts student to as much 
as 50 square meters (538 square feet) 
per graduate science and engineering 
student. 

In establishing construction budgets 
for new facilities, the State Education 
Commission similarly establishes unit 
construction cost standards. A current 
standard for construction of facilities 
for undergraduate and graduate liberal 
arts students is Yuan 280 square meter 
($9.00 per square foot). These standards 
are adjusted for regional cost variations 
and for such geographic considerations 
as heating requirements. Dormitory 
construction cost allowances, for exam
ple, range from a low of Yuan 140 per 
square meter in the warm southern 
part of China. to a. high of Yuan 200 per 
square meter ($6.45 per square foot) in 
the coldest regions of northeast China. 

Once a facilities construction project 
has been approved. design development 
is the responsibility of design institutes 
that are often units of a provincial or 
municipal government, or of a technical 
ministry. Sometimes a design institute 
is affiliated with a university and, on 
occasion. design projects are underta-
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n this building of traditto 
ural style and faces a lotus pon 

Soviet-style architecture characterizes the main building of Qinghua University, a technical 
university in Beijing. 

ken by the architecture department of 
a university. 

In China's socialist economy. facilities 
construction has historically been 
accomplished under a radically different 
system than that familiar in the west. 
Projects are normally assigned to a 
specific construction team that is avail
able for the work. and a contract is 
then negotiated for performance of the 
work. Lacking the incentives of a com
petitive process. problems of high cost. 
poor construction quality. and comple-

tion delays are frequent. In some areas. 
colleges and universities have had 
construction quality problems because 
the rapid increase in construction work 
that has paralleled China's economic 
growth has led to a shortage of 
adequately-skilled construction work
force. 

Facilities Utilization 
In the traditional method of class

room utilization still employed at many 
of China's colleges and universities. 
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each class of students has its own per• 
manently-assigned classroom. All class
es are taught in that room. and the 
space is utilized for student study when 
classes are not being conducted. At 
many larger institutions, or at ones 
where enrollment growth has exceeded 
the availability of classroom space. 
more conventional methods of space 
assignment are used, with classes being 
assigned to available space for each 
actual class requirement. High utiliza
tion of classroom and laboratory space 
is usually hindered by a preference for 
scheduling academic classes in the 
morning only and laboratories in the 
afternoon. as well as by a long lunch 
period of two to two-and-a-half hours 
during which neither classroom nor 
laboratory facilities are in use. 

Facilities Maintenance 
By comparison with typical North 

American institutions. facilities mainte· 
nance at China's colleges and univer
sities appears to be largely at a basic 
level. For most Chinese physical plant 
administrators. the overall shortage of 
resources prevailing in a developing 
nation has been further aggravated by 
the competing finandal needs of higher 
education's rapid growth. 

For many of China's colleges and 
universities. an accumulation of defer
red maintenance has become a signifi
cant problem. On some older campuses. 
pre-1949 facilities have suffered both 
from the normal problems of age and 
the neglect of the turbulent years of the 
1937-1945 war with Japan and the 
Chinese Civil War that followed. More 
recently. resource shortages, combined 
with more than a decade's neglect of 
higher education during the Cultural 
Revolution of the 1960s. have contrib
uted to a significant deferred mainte· 
nance backlog for many institutions. 
Several major universities visited in 
1985 reported deferred maintenance 
backlogs in the range of 12 to 13 percent 
of plant replacement value. Only one. a 
comprehensive provincial university. 
reported a backlog as low as 2 percent 
of plant replacement value. 

While the principles of modern 
maintenance management are recog
nized by many of China's physical 
plant administrators, few of them have 
been able to make much progress in 
implementing them. Some of the larger 
institutions have been able to establish 
some form of periodic facilities inspec
tions or rudimentary preventive mainte-

nance programs. One major normal 
university visited had been able to 
implement a system of time standards 
for maintenance workers. But at most 
institutions a lack of resources has 
precluded establishment of the modern 
maintenance management procedures 
that have become commonplace in the 
west. 

The Challenges Ahead 
As China embarks on a period of 

unprecedented growth in higher educa
tion. facilities managers in colleges and 
universities are facing some exception
ally difficult challenges. 

In order to accommodate the enor
mous planned growth in enrollment at 
an affordable cost. both new and exist· 
ing facilities will have to be utilized at a 
much higher level of efficiency. Some 
of the changed and improved facilities 
planning and management procedures 
that are likely to be needed include the 
following. 

• The present per-student space 
allocation utilized for planning of new 
facilities requirements will probably 
have to be replaced with planning 
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procedures that are based upon much 
more specific analysis of actual needs. 

• China will probably have to meet a 
large part of its increased enrollment 
capacity through utilizing the econo
mies of scale in larger institutions. 
Thus. while some new institutions will 
have to be established. most of the 
existing colleges and universities will 
probably be greatly increased in size. 
This. in tum. will bring a need for the 
more sophisticated management tech
niques that are needed by large institu
tions. 
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• The Chinese concept of a closed 
institution. which ho.uses and feeds all 
of its faculty. staff. and students and 
provides a wide range of support ser
vices. will have to be greatly modified 
with a much greater dependence upon 
community support for housing and 
other support services. Already this is 
beginning to occur at some institutions. 

• Polides for the assignment and 
utilization of academic space will need 
to be revised in order to attain a higher 
level of utilization of classroom and 
laboratory space. Centralized assign· 
ment and the use of computers are 
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some of the alternatives already begin
ning to be used or considered. In order 
to permit a higher level of teaching 
space utilization. design of new univer
sity facilities will probably include 
more study hall or library reading room 
space to free classrooms for use in 
instruction. These practices have al
ready been adopted in recent projects 
such as the 16.000 square meter library 
recently completed at Northeastern 
Technical University at Shenyang, 
which incorporates large student read
ing rooms in the new facility. 

• Construction contracting practices 
will need to be improved to provide for 
greater efficiency and reduced costs. As 
an example of what can be done. in 
1984 the construction bureau of the 
State Education Commission began 
competitive bidding for constrution 
projects on a trial basis. Both local 
construction units and those from 
other areas have been asked to submit 
bids for projects. Where this has been 
tried for a few major projects. cost 
savings have been obtained and the 
construction was completed on or 

ahead of schedule. 
• In order to deal effectively with 

deferred maintenance that already 
exists. as well as the maintenance 
needs of greatly-expanded institutions. 
modern practices in maintenance man
agement will have to be developed and 
installed in order to provide effective 
programs of preventive maintenance. 
facilities inspection. productivity. and 
work planning. 

• In order to develop the skills 
needed to effectively manage these 
expanded facilities programs. the 
Chinese have already recognized that 
they must initiate extensive programs 
of traJning and development for their 
staffs. Foreign study and observation 
visits to see modern management prac
tices first hand are one way to do 
this. A recent example was a visit by a 
Chinese campus design and manage
ment study team to a half dozen U.S. 
colleges and universities and to APPA 
headquarters in January 1986. The 
development of professional associa
tions. much like APPA and its counter
parts. is another way that the Chinese 
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can help to meet these needs. Late in 
1985 China's Sodety of Higher Educa
tion set up a physical plant association 
concerned with all of the basic campus 
support services. and a similar associa
tion concerned with facilities planning 
and construction is planned. 

Conclusion 
As China moves into its new era of 

reform and growth in higher education. 
the challenges to its physical plant 
administrators are indeed formidable 
ones. Nevertheless. the Chinese whom 
I met with at every level seem ready to 
take them on. There is a refreshing 
eagerness to learn more about and to 
apply modern practices of physical 
plant management to China's needs. 
The opportunity to exchange views 
and share experience with my Chinese 
colleagues was a memorable experience. 
I expect that many more APPA members 
can look forward to similar oppor
tunities in the years ahead as China 
continues its drive to catch up with the 
developed world. ■ 
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They'll score high on every test you can give them * 
Designed to meet the special needs of educational 
facilities, TORK Digital Controls for heating, 
cooling and lighting assure maximum comfort with 
minimal energy use and provide a fast payback. 
Features include: 

EASY TO SCHEDULE: TORK units feature 
self-prompting step-by-step instructions 
displayed in ordinary everyday English. 

NM2400 
Energy Monitoring and 

Control: full sensor 
modification, modular, 

up to 24 channels. 

SENSOR MODIFICATION: Timed schedules 
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Brigham Young University, JOG1ted in Provo, Utah near the Wasatch Mountain Range. has an enrollment of nearly 26,000 students. 

Acapital renewal and replacement 
program can be an important 
part of the maintenance pro

gram. It can provide a continuity of 
maintenance purpose or it can be a 
missing link that drastically affects the 
ongoing maintenance program and 
resources within an institution. The 
following is a general review of the 
principles learned at Brigham Young 
University (BY0) about managing a 
total program of integrating· capital 
renewal and replacement concepts 
within the physical plant operation. 
These principles have basically been in 
effect since 198 I. The purpose of this 
article is to share the procedural steps 
and principles of organization that have 
been adopted and have improved the 
way facilities are managed at BYU. 

Douglas Christensen ls director. business support. 
at Brigham Young University In Provo. Utah. 

The Scope 
ln 1981 a challenge from the Com

missioner of Higher Education became 
the driving force behind the establish
ment of a capital renewal and replace
ment program at Brigham Young Uni
versity. This capital renewal and re
placement program is called the Capital 
Needs Analysis Program (CNA). The 
scope of the CNA program determined 
the following: 1) what the capital re
placements needs and trends were for 
the next forty years: 2) how the institu
tion would manage for capital needs 
given a funding limit each year; 3) how 
to create an annual. detailed list of all 
capital needs that would be funded and 
completed that given year; 4) how to 
incorporate this program within a phys
ical plant operation and deal with the 
decision of when to repair vs. replace 
and establish a replacement standard 
or maximize useful life: and 5) how to 
establish an ongoing capital needs 
program to maintain building integrity 
and usefulness. 

Given the challenge above and having 
the understanding that the first priority 

in capital funding would be replace
ments, followed by retrofits and then 
improvements. we realized there was 
an emphasis to develop a total capital 
needs program. Once the scope had 
been defined, we proceeded to establish 
what was needed in a study of capital 
needs on campus. 

The Study 
A lot of information and detail went 

into the capital needs study. The proper 
organization of information and details 
was the key. All of the information 
dealing with the study was collected 
into three computer data bases: the 
Building/ Area File. the Replacement 
Cycle File. and the One-Time-Only File. 

BUILDING/AREA FILE The pur
poses of the Building/ Area File were to 
describe the buildings and campus 
areas that were included in the study. 
and to use this information to verify 
data entry in the Replacement Cycle 
and One-Time-Only files. This file 
assures that all information in the 
capital program relates ta a building or 
area. Figure A shows the resources and 
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elements within the Building/ Area File. 
REPLACEMENT CYCLE FILE This 

file represents the main file in the study 
program. It is organized in such a way 
that includes all replacements for build
ings and campus areas (see Figure 
B). The resources of information for 
interiors came from floor plans: building 
exteriors came from building plans; 
major equipment in buildings and 
facilities came from equipment inven
tories; utility and telecommunication 
systems came from system plans: and 
general site items came from campus 
plans. The replacement study consists 
of two main elements; an inventory of 
all of this replacement information. and 
an evaluation of the inventory. 

Inventory Pa.rt of the Study As 
shown in Figure B. the inventory con
sists of a number of items that relate to 
the location and classification of the in
ventory. Defining how far and how 
much to inventory is a significant part 
of the study design. Careful considera
tion as to how much detail to incorpo
rate into the study was of the highest 
concern. We struggled and settled on a 
level that would give enough informa
tion to manage replacements. 

There are two key elements that 
helped to minimize the detail in our 
study design. First. we chose to collect 
information by room number. but 
summarized it by room type. These 
room types were such things as class
rooms. hallways. offices. etc. Within 
each building we related these room 
types to a floor. The worst case scenario 
that we would have to manage would 
be by room-type by floor. An example: 
we would not replace carpet in one 
office. but would consider all of the 
offices on a single floor within a build
ing. When all of the offices on that 
floor needed carpet replacements, we 
would replace all of the carpet. There 
are a number of benefits to the room
type summary. We wanted to take 
advantage of volume work and be 
consistent in the type of carpeting and 
architectural integrity of the offices on 
a floor. Managing by room-types on a 
given floor helps to reduce the detail 
substantially and be consistent in what 
our approach ls to maintaining the 
Integrity of a building. 

The second area that we examined 
to minimize detail closely was our 
approach to utility systems. Our ap
proach was to identify the major com
ponent parts of a system. or those 
items that have a different life cycle 
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than the total system. An example 
would be chillers and compressors 
within the total air-conditioning sys
tem. These component parts would 
have a different life cycle than the total 
system. The piping. fittings. and other 
parts of the system that would have 
longer life cycles were grouped together 
as one long-term component of the 
total system. The study would show 
the total system cost by identifying the 
components. Component life cycles 
were identified so that they could be 
managed within the total system. This 
classification of systems helped greatly 
in understanding the replacement 
cycles within a system. The room types 
and system component elements helped 
reduce the detail and confusion dealing 
with replacements Inventory. 

The Inventory is the key to the re
placement study. We chose to have a 
detailed inventory to allow detailed 
tracking of items. This was accom
plished by a careful establishment of 
approval summary types or items that 
are approved replacements. In Figure B, 
under "Replacements Group" and "Build
ings," is a category called "Interiors." 
Figure C shows the breakdown of the 
"Replacement Group," the category 
"Building Interior Replacements," the 
heading "Flooring" and the "summary 
types" used for each area. "Summary 
type units" were defined so that all 
items were measured the same. The 
design and approval of the summary 
types is a significant part of a replace
ment inventory. We have an approved 
list of approximately 150 replacement 
summary types used in the inventory. 

Evaluation Part of the Study Once 
the inventory and line items were 
identified within each building, we 
evaluated each line on four points (see 
Figure B): I) life cycle (the recommended 
or proven useful life). 2) the cost of the 
line item (standard cost for similar 
items or a unique cost for the particular 
line items). 3) remaining life (how much 
useful life is remaining). and 4) job 
recommendation (identifying whether 
the replacement would be completed 
by a contractor, by physical plant. or 
whether it was a direct-purchased item 
that would require no installation). 

The evaluation process is critical to 
the replacement study. The remaining 
life identifies when the next funding 
will be needed. The life cyde suggests 
how often that item needs to be replaced 
over a forty-year cycle. The costs are 
set at the current replacement cost and 

the Job recommendation identifies who 
will complete the replacement. The 
replacement study as a whole includes 
the inventory and the evaluation of 
each line item. which is In the total 
replacement cycle file. The importance 
of the replacement cycle file Is that it 
allows use of a data base to evaluate 
and project replacement needs. It gives 
the flexibility of looking at this infor
mation either by building, total campus, 
certain floor. or certain room-type. such 
as a classroom. office. or hallway. The 
data base file allows flexibility In look
ing up replacement items. Example: if 
you wanted to look at all the carpet in 
a building or on campus, the data base 
allows you to access that information. 
If you are dealing with the replacement 
of building utilities, you could look up 
compressors or chillers. roofing, eleva
tors. or lawn sprinkler systems. 

The critical part of the Replacement 
Cycle File is defining what is considered 
a capital replacement and then making 
sure that those items are organized in a 
way that makes the Information avail
able and useful. Many times. studies 
are completed and put on a shelf for 
review periodically. in terms of bottom
line or funding needs. The flexibility of 
a Replacement Cycle File data base is 
that, based on your rem,aining life 
evaluation. a determination can be 
made of what Is going to happen In the 
future and how to deal with it now. 

ONE-TIME-ONLY FILE The pur
pose of a One-Time-Only File is to 
collect Information about projects that 
need a one-time funding. Figure D 
describes how we establish a one-time
only file. Under "groups." we have two 
types that we are dealing with. One is 
classified as retrofits. the other as im
provements. Retrofits are defined as 
those projects that will extend the 
useful life of an existing replacement 
and is operationally cost effective. An 
example of retrofits would be the up
grading of a utility system to make it 
more energy efficient. and that also 
extends the useful life of the current 
total system. This may be accepted by 
adding new controls that will extend 
the system's useful life. We have learned 
that there are other retrofits. such as 
general site retrofits for roads. parking 
lots. cement. and curbs; exterior retro
fits. such as pointing. and sealing brick 
or stone; and major equipment retrofits 
such as elevators. which may always be 
retrofitted and never replaced. 

Improvements are classified as One· 
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Time-Only projects and deal with man
datory/compliance, which tracks and 
builds a facility master plan on regula
tory issues (i.e .. local codes. Handicapped 
504, EPA); general site improvements 
(i.e .. new roads, new sprinkler systems): 
extension of utilities/telecommunica
tions; remodeling existing space for 
functional use or change: and new 
space (i.e .. additions to the building or 
new buildings). As needs arise, such as 
demands, upgrades, and requests. a 
scope approval is required (see Figure 
D). Scope approvals at Brigham Young 
University follow the line responsibility 
through a department chair. then dean, 
to a vice president. If the scope of the 
project is approved, then the next ques
tion is funding. If funding is available. 
then the project is completed and the 
effects of that project are added to the 
Replacement Cycle File. If there Is no 
funding, but the scope of the project is 
such that when funding becomes avail
able, it would be a high priority. then 
the project is put into the facility master 
plan. 

Figure D notes items listed as part of 
the facility master plan. These elements 
allow evaluation of items within the 
facility master plan; i.e.; items by bene
fiting college, by building. by priority
either the college level. the vice pres!· 
dent level. or the university level. This 
data base Is a great tool in managing 
requests, whether funded or not. This 
is an ongoing, day-to-day process. As 
new items are added, they are evaluated 
in terms of previous items in the facility 
master plan, and a priority relationship 
is estabhshed. This makes available a 
current and complete listing of all scope 
approval requests and what the status 
is of each. The facility master plan is an 
excellent tool in identifying the retrofit 
and improvement capital needs. 

Study Summary It Is Important to 
understand that all three of these data 
base programs relate to each other. 
With proper information and coordina
tion, the physical plant department can 
evaluate replacements and one-time
only projects within a building and 
coordinate and plan better what ought 
to happen. The additional information 
learned from the study of capital needs 
gives Physical Plant a tremendous tool 
In understanding better what pressures 
and desires there are for a given facility. 

The Information 
Due to the way in which the replace

ment study information is collected, 
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there are two tools that have been 
successful in the management of the 
total capital needs program: the building 
spreadsheet and projected funding 
graphs. 

The building spreadsheet is strictly a 
llsting of items within a building and 
the years In which they will be replaced. 
You will note In our example. In Figure 
E. that all of the Items are grouped as 
"Replacement-Floor-Carpet/Special" for 
the Smoot Building. All of the spectal 
carpet is listed together by room-type 
by floor. This Information identi.fles 
what year similar Items are currently 
due for replacement. The spreadsheet 
has three purposes: 1) to be able to 
answer requests and give direction to 
questions about replacements within a 
certain building, 2) to assist in planning 
and evaluating what replacements or 
one-time-only Items are being suggested 
within a building. and 3) to allow the 
opportunity to group together replace
ments if useful lives are close. Example: 
whenever a ceiling replacement comes 
up. consideration is given to any utility 
work that may be In the ceiling. or any 
light replacements that may be due. It 
Is appropriate to group together similar 
replacement types by either deferring 
the ceiling. or bringing the other re
placements forward . The important 
point about building spreadsheets is 
that they provide a detailed picture of 
what is happening and what type of 
items may need to be grouped. 

Another use of the building spread
sheets is assisting in our remodellng 
costs. When we receive a request to do 
remodellng. we look at the replacement 
file to see if there are any replacements 
that need to be considered. In some 
cases replacements can off set some of 
the costs of remodeling. It is Important 
to note that we do not automatically 
replace items because of remodellng. 
The only time we use the capital re
placement funds is If useful life has 
been expended. This prindple is also 
helpful when we are dealing with a 
total building renovation. Replacement 
funding can assist greatly In major 
renovations of older buildings. 

The projected funding graphs use 
the information from the data base to 
project a graphic representation of 
funding for all capital needs. You will 
note in Figure F that there is a graph 
being represented. Each graph contains 
two graphs overlaid. Line A (which is a 
vertical llne and then a horizontal llne) 
represents the first graph. The high 
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point represents the amount of arrears 
or useful life that has been spent within 
the item or building being graphed. For 
instance, if the projected life cycle of 
carpet is ten years and seven of those 
years have been used, then our remain
ing life would be three years. Therefore, 
seven years would be in arrears, or 
seven years of useful life would have 
already been spent. The remaining 
three years would be averaged into that 
horizontal line. The horizontal line 
suggests that if funding was available 
for all arrears, that the amount needed 
each year, forever, is represented by 
the horizontal llne. Also overlaid on the 
graph is an annual cash flow projection. 
represented by the bars. This is a repre
sentation of the summary of all items 
with remaining life equal to the year 
illustrated in Figure F. There are two 
graphs imposed, one on the other. This 
gives management a look at the annual 
cash flow or the arrears and ongoing 
costs to meet replacement needs. The 
information can be summarized and 
graphed by Physical Plant and repre
sents all of the facilities that are as
signed to the department. We can 
graph revenue areas on campus, who 
may have building responsibility, to 
show what their replacement needs 
are. We can graph a total campus and 
summarize all facilities on campus. 

One item to notice in the graph is 
the cash flow spikes. Since each point 
on the graph is represented by detail. 
we can analyze the increased cost. 
Many times we are able to suggest 
retrofit or one-time-only projects that 
can increase useful life for a smaller 
amount of funds than replacements. 
Graphing gives us an idea as to what is 
coming and how much. It gives us the 
capability of taking other items such as 
floor coverings, mechanical systems, 
utility systems, and roofing, and allows 
us to make a determination regarding 
its future impact financially and see if 
there is a strategy that can be planned 
for better managing of replacements 
and extending useful life. 

The building spreadsheets and the 
project funding graphs do assist in 
making better management decisions 
and focus on what the real capital needs 
of facilities are within the physical 
plant. 

The Management 
A capital needs program is a critical 

part of the total maintenance responsi
bility. It merges the information from a 
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capital needs study and integrates 
within a physical plant operation. One 
of the keys in managing a capital needs 
program is to have the flexibility to do 
what has to be done, when it has to be 
done. To allow for flexibility. three 
decisions are important: 

1. Fund-flexibility to fund an item 
that is the highest priority where useful 
life has been maximized. 

2. Defer-flexibility to defer projects 
with funding. The program needs flexi
bility so that the funding is coherent 
with expended useful life. The defer 
concept allows us to maximize useful 
life by deferring replacements if re
placement ls not needed. or to bring 
forward any items that may have been 
misjudged in terms of remaining life. 
The position of having to spend money 
causes poor management decisions. 

3. Cancel-the dedsion: canceling 
an item helps keep the needs better in 
focus . Having the flexibility to fund. 
defer. or cancel any line item in the 
study data base gives management the 
flexibility to determine exactly what 
the real funding needs ought to be. 

From the operational point of view. 
there are two files that need annual 
review and updating (see Figure G), 
1) the replacement cycle file/replace
ments group items, and 2) the one-time
only/retrofit and improvement group 
items. 

Replacement Cyde File The re
placement cycle file items are updated 
as part of an annual inspection program. 
Each year an inspection consists of 
those items with one- and two-year 
remaining life. An inspector looks at 
those line items and suggests the actual 
remaining life. If the remaining life is 
zero, then the Items are sent to man
agement with a recommendation to 
replace. cancel. or defer the item. If the 
remaining life is greater than zero. 
meaning we still have additional useful 
life. the item is updated and put back 
into the data base to be brought up for 
another inspection. Management al· 
ways has the option. after receiving the 
information from the inspector. to 
defer the item again. If management 
chooses to complete the item, then the 
life cycle year is put in the new remain
ing life field within the replacement 
cycle file data base. 

Employees &om the maintenance 
shops are the inspectors and provide 
management with information based 
from a maintenance point of view. In 
some cases experts are needed to help 

determine remaining useful life. such 
as in electronics or major mechanical 
systems. The great advantage to shops 
doing the inspections is the tying to
gether of all maintenance Information. 
We have learned that as management 
and inspectors work together a standard 
for replacements can be agreed upon. 

A simple example: the inspector 
suggests a replacement of carpet. Man
agement and the inspector together can 
determine the level of repair or when 
to consider a replacement. This com
bined effort has helped immensely in 
identifying the repair replacement 
standard for capital items. This ap
proach is a significant part of the team 
building that has happened as a result 
of the inspection process. As replace
ments take place. the actual life cycle is 
stored for reference and used to evaluate 
future life-cycle replacements. We have 
noted that in almost every case we 
clearly exceed the recommended life 
cycle if proper maintenance has taken 
place. Figure H is an example of the 
inspection form used. Special note 
should be taken to parts A. B. and C of 
the inspection form. The information 
needed to assist management in making 
a better decision is to know the total 
cost (labor and materials). the estimate 
of remaining life. and the cost-per-year 
given the repairs. replacements. or 
upgrade. This isn't to say that the final 
decision results are made because of 
parts A. B, and C; but it does give addi
tional information in making better 
management decisions. In many cases. 
the major repair of an item rather than 
replacing it is the most economical 
thing to do. The remaining part of the 
inspection information also assists 
management in decision making. 

One-Time-Only File You will note 
in Figure G that the one-time-only file/ 
retrofits and improvement groups are 
reviewed by priority against funding 
limits. As capital funding becomes 
available. the management and admin
istration make final decisions as to 
when the one-time-only projects should 
be completed, cancelled. or deferred. If 
the item is deferred. it remains in the 
one-time-only file for further review. If 
the item is funded and completed. then 
its effect is added to the replacement 
cycle file. If the one-time-only project is 
dealing with new space. then the build
ing/area file is also updated with the 
additional information. The key is that 
all one-time-only projects are evaluated 
as to their effect on the building/area 
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file and the replacement cycle file. 
Figure I represents the management 

goals. which have been established for 
each of the files and overall program 
within the capital needs program. The 
real success of managing the capital 
needs program has been our ability to 
take the study, the information. and 
the adjustments in the data bases each 
year (inspections and priorities) and 
have the flexibility to manage in a 
meaningful and practical way. 
Sum.muy 
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There are many ways to approach a 
capital renewal and replacement pro
gram. In this article I have attempted to 
identify the procedures and program at 
Brigham Young University. Hopefully, 
this information will stimulate ideas 
and thinking about a total capital needs 
program. The major success at BYU is 
the great administrative and financial 
support, as well as the overall concern 
shown for facilities and maintenance. 

We received a scope and mission of 
what we needed to accomplish. We 
organized a study that included an 
inventory and an evaluation of that 
inventory. It assisted us to better man
age our replacement items. From the 
study we were able to share with man
agement spedfic information about 
capital needs. We were then able to 
incorporate within the physical plant 
operation a capital review program 
using inspections to update replace
ments and priority review to update 
one-time-only requests. The manage
ment flexibility of the program helped 
us learn what information was needed 
to make good. solid management deci
sions and maximize the useful life of 
replacement items. 

The integrity and credibility of the 
program has gone a long way in estab
lishing a trust and support for the pro
gram. As complicated as this may seem. 
it is actually a simple process. The use 
of computers has made it easier because 
of the mountains of information that 
are needed to make decisions. Probably 
the one aspect of the program that is 
critical and needs to be emphasized is 
that it is a people-governed system. 
The inspection process. the manage
ment decision. the information process. 
and the flexibility of deferring decisions 
to maximize useful life are all people 
decisions. The computer is a tool and 
enables us to organize the information, 
but it is people who make the capital 
needs program work at Brigham Young 
University. ■ 
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Project Management: 
What Can It Do for You? 

This. the third in our seiies of computer 
app/Jcattons, discusses programs speciltcally 
designed to accelerate tracking and con
trolllng project costs. But getting a project 
into the fast track takes more than Just 
good software. 

FACJLJTIES MANAGER 

Howard Millman 

Most managers deftly apply project 
management (PM) techniques in• 
stinctively on every job: Lt's a 

classic characteristic of a capable adminis
trator. In most instances It simply consists 
of identifying and logically scheduling the 
steps leading to a Job's completion. Although 
these steps are usually based on the avail
ability of labor. material, or money, the 
foremost concern is always time. The impli
cation: save time and you'll save money. 

CPM or PERT? What's the Difference? 

Ordinarily, a project Is laid out in a se
quential chronological basis. First the wall 
is built. then It's painted. Often, projects 
aren't planned in their entirety. Enough 
work is scheduled for, say, a week. Then. 
near the end of that week. the next phase 

.Basically the Project Evaluation and Review Technique Is a variant of the Cdtial Path Method 
The major difference is that CPM expects you to reasonably predJct and control an activity's duration. 
PERT provides far more flexibility In scheduling duration via a best. worts, and most llkely time 
estimating technique. CPM is somewhat of a standard In the construction lndustry: PERT Is better 
61l.ited for more exotic missions. 

My advice? Use CPM for bulldJ.ng a structure on your campus. Use PERT for launching it Into space. 

new building or coordinating a major 
renovation. 

That continual updating is hair-graying 
drudgework in its purest form. 

is planned. And so on. This kind of informal 
planning is okay for painting hallway 
corridors, but it's marginal for erecting a 

Traditionally, time tracking systems were 
usually progress charts. Often. that is still 
all that is required. But charts are over
simplified solutions to tough planning 
problems. For starters, progress charts are 
accurate only on the day they're made. 
They must be patched every time an activity 
slips or gains In time. And adding or deleting 
an activity further complicates matters. 

Yet another of the standard progress 
chart's limits is Its inability to reflect com
petition for resources. Certainly. the avail
abihty of labor. material, or money plays a 
part in designing the ortginal time frames. 
But as those resources are used, will their 
depletion significantly affect the job's 
progress? 

That echoes the experience of Rich Loftin, 
supervisor of cost and schedules for Georgia 
Power Co. The enormous scope and com
plexity of designing and constructing nu
clear power plants makes th.em ideal candi
dates for PM. In the days B.C. (before com
puters). Georgia Power's project manage
ment system was manual. as was all of 
ours. Now Loftin uses PM software to track 
the design. construction, resource depletion. 
and costs of the plants. "We achieve the 
same accuracy as we did with our manual 
system," says Loftin. "but now we do it in 
one quarter the time." 

Campus Signs 
Vandals Can't Ruin! 
MODULITE® and MODULENS® 
Fiberglass Embedments 
Ensure Your Campus Signs, 
Exhibits and Displays 
Remain Sharp and Colorful. 

MODULITE® panels are so tough , they' re 
specified for subway maps and direc
tional signs In nearly every system. 
Graffiti , marl<s and scratches are easi ly 
cleaned or polished off! 

Call For Our Brochure 
We can he lp you solve your sign 
problems. Call (215) 672-3600 
for more information or to have 
a representative contact you . 

Opaque or translucent, illuminated or 
non-illuminated, Pannier Graphics ' sign 
faces are guaranteed for 10 years 
against fading, chipping, delaminating 
and weathering. 

MODULENS pane ls provide sharp, clear 
identification day or night. indoors and out, 
satis fy ing precise color and light transmission 
specif ications. 

Pannier Graphics 
A Division of 

~_.....'----' The Pannier Corporation 
John Fitch Industrial Park 
Warminster, PA 18974 

Computers are unequalled at updating 
repetitive data. In the Age of Antiquity B.C .. 
schedule changes In major projects usually 
resulted in a 2" pile of eraser dust. Thus, 
applying the Critical Path Method (CPM). 
the bedrock of project management, was 
impractical until computers could choreo
graph the data Juggling. 

In Its infancy 30 + years ago, the CPM 
was the exclusive domain of a mystic 
brotherhood. Back then only a select few 
understood the intricacies of programming. 
Now. while still popular for minis and 
mainframes, CPM also runs on ram
crammed micros. 

Okay. so you suspect progress charts may 
not have the firepower you need for your 
job. At what point. then, do you start in· 
vesting your time to design a CPM network? 

Stan Pinska of Pinska Associates in 
Hastings, New York is determining that 
threshold for his architectural practice. 
Pinska. determined to harness the com
puter's timesaving speed. is creating design 
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and construction schedules for his major 
projects. But, with a hint of both Irony and 
satisfaction in his voice, he notes. "Rlght 
now ['m so busy that finding the time to 
save time ls a problem." 

Harnessing the 
Computer's Speed, Qwiknet 

How do you determine if your Job calls 
for PM software? Ooe way is by getting a 
fix on the project's complexity. As a starting 
point consider any project having ten or 
more trades and a cost exceeding $100.000 
per candidate. Remember, this Is an approx
imate guide. Yet another more accurate 
yardstick uses as its nucleus the number of 
separate events or activities ln a project. 

Qwi.knet uses the Critical Path Method of 
scheduling. This simply means it analyzes 
the relationship between events based on 
logic and time. Truthfully. we all use CPM 
every day, usually for relatively simple 
tasks involving activities that are neither 
critical nor complex. But once the Job's 
complex!ty expands past casual scheduling 
we need more firepower. 

Christine Eyre. product marketing man
ager for PSDI, Qwiknets' distributor. feels 
that "it's the number of activities in a project 
that determines Its complexity. not so 
much its dollar sl.ze." Qwiknet is offered in 
125, 250, and 500 activity versions. 

Large Jobs are especi.ally dynamic; prob
lems and changes develop daily. which 
translates into juggUng an armload of details. 
But don't sweat the details. Just remember 
that a computer with suitable software Is 
unequalled at man.aging repetitious data. 
And Qwiknet's design measurably speeds 
and simpliffes data manipulation. For exam
ple, Qwiknet lncludes a three button optical 
mouse to speed cursor movement and 
command execution. 

The mouse·s buttons are preprogrammed: 
the left selects menus and windows as well 
as executes Commands (Return), the middle 
summons a context sensitive Help message. 
and the right cancels the last command 
entered and redisplays the prior screen 
(Escape). Although the buttons usually 
evoke the same response in all appUcations, 
occasionally they are reassigned As a 
reminder. a menu at the screen's bottom 
(the main menu is always at the top) dis
plays the current function of the mouse·s 
three buttons. 

Using the keyboard in combination with 
the mouse allows you to create a Network. 
This is a two-step process: first you Ust the 
.activities. next you define their logical 
relationship to each other_ ln other words, 
the material Is ordered. the wall is built. 
then it's painted (and maybe repainted if 
you neglected to ask for a color choice first ). 
Activities and logic can be added. changed, 
or deleted at any time. 

The program. through a forward pass 
analysts, automatically determines the early 
start and finish dates for every activity in 

Availability, 
Qwiknet 
Runs on the IBM & some compatibles 
$395 ( 125 activity version) 
$695 (250 activity version) 
$895 (500 activity version) 
*FREE DEMO DISK AVAILABLE* 

PSDI, Inc. 
20 University Road 
c.ambndge. MA 02138 
617/661 -1444 
800/231 -7734 

the project. Subsequently. a backward pass 
analysis then determines the late start and 
finish dates. It also computes float. In effect 
a cushion of time. for every event. The 
events with zero float plus the longest 
duration is the critical path. 

After your activities and logic are in place 
your Network is complete. Now. as an 
option. you can include estimated. budgeted. 
or actual cost data. For example, say the 
project involves a per diem backhoe rental. 
If you run the backhoe three extra days. the 
project's cost naturally increases. If you 
keep the backhoe three days but you eUmi
n.ate ten days of hand digging. you achieve 
a net cost savings. Now let's say these 
changes eliminate two weeks' warehouse 
charges for longer before they go on strike 
over a contract issue .... 

Complicated relationship. lsn't it? So let 
the computer do the work. You just tell it 
what to do. and let the program tell it how. 

After your network is designed you'll 
need h.ardcopy printouts for distribution. 
Qwiknet prints out twenty different types 
of reports. each ernph.asizlng one or more 
specific facets. You can. for instance. print 
the current schedule. target schedule. eight 
different bar charts. resource assignment. 
and even the entire network Logic diagram. 
It all depends on to whom you're presenting 
your data and the Level of information they 
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need or warrant. 
Additionally. Qwiknet offers histograms 

for resource graphing. Because histog.rarns 
are glitzy bar charts. you will need a printer 
capable of handUng graphics (most dot 
matrix can). 

So far we talked about using Qwiknet 
prtmarily for keeping your project on the 
fast track. That's important. but what are 
some othe.r advantages? Qwiknet also does 
the following: 

• Allows 'What if" forecasts based not 
only on dollars as a Umited resource (spread
sheets do that equally as well). but also 
with labor. material. and time. 

• Encourages antidp.atlng Instead of 
reacting to delays. 

• Simplifies designing a schematic lay
out of the project 

• Enables visualizing intangible concepts 
as physical activities. 

• Avoids the tedious updates required 
with manual tra.cking systems. 

Qwiknet Is convenient and comprehen
sive: sometimes it's also compl.ex. To reap 
its advantages some training time at the 
keyboard ls essential However. backed by a 
thorough intelligent manual. an excellent 
tutorial. plus PSDJ's helpful customer sup
port, you can master its features at your 
own pace. ■ 
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Design Competition 
Recently, the University of Miami was 

looking ahead to future site planning and 
decided that a design competition would 
provide a good cornerstone for the campus 
master plan. They received fifty-two entries 
from eight countries. which covered a wide 
range of alternatives. They charged a $ 100 
registration fee and received 200 registra.
tions. The cost to the university was $35.000 
for prizes, plus honoraria and travel ex
penses for the jurors. The university Is also 
planning to sell a compendium of the entries 
to help recoup some of the costs. A panel of 
five judges reviewed the projects and helped 
select the entry that was most responsive 
to the university's needs. 

Boller Technology 
Hampshire College has found a gas-fired 

space/hot water heating system that pro
vides comfort year-round while saving 
energy and dollars. They converted three of 
the largest buildings to a multiple boiler 
system at a cost of $390,000. Forty percent 
of the campus energy needs will be served 
by the boiler network. In smaller, individu
ally converted buildings, reductions of 72 
percent in overall electrical energy use and 
60 percent reduction In operating costs 
were realized for January 1986. 

Diana L. Tringali 

Pest Control Posslbllltles 
Paramount Pest Control in Washington, 

D.C. is waging a new war on termites. They 
are using Ben. a termite-snlffing beagle. 
Beagles' sense of smell and hearing are so 
keen that they have been known to find as 
few as twenty-five live termites. A visual 
termite inspection costs $40 with no guaran
tee. But an Inspection with the dog costs 
$150 and comes with a one-year guarantee. 
TADD Services. the California-based com
pany that trains the dogs. says that there 
are thirty-five dogs working across the 
country with approximately one addition 
per month. 

FOR FREE COLOR BROCHURE & SPECS CALL I 800 USA-SIGN 

J :;!..)JI Eastern Metal of Elmira. Inc. 1430 Sullivan Street, Elmira, N.Y. 14901 
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Telephone Techniques 
A telephone at the Hilton at Walt Disney 

Village in Lake Buena Vista, Florida is not 
just a telephone. This is one of the first 
applications of a digital private branch 
exchange (PBX) telecommunications system 
in the lodging industry. Guests can control 
room temperature-heat. air conditioning, 
and fan speed-with the push of a button 
on the telephone. It also acts as a remote 
control for the television and as a security 
reminder should a guest fall to bolt the 
door. The system was developed by United 
Technologies Building Systems Company of 
Farmington, Connecticut. 

The PBX system also has smoke detectors 
connected through it. which in the event of 
fire immediately notify the security station 
and can be used to broadcast to guests. The 
system also provides the hotel with control 
over energy consumption. When a guest 
leaves the room the temperature range 
automatically adjusts to reduce energy use 
and upon the guest's return restores the 
room to occupied status. The hotel uses it 
as a management tool as well For example. 
deaning personnel enter the room, key in 
to indicate the job is in progress. and when 
finished punch in another code to indicate 
the room is ready. 

ESSENTIAL INFORMATION 
FORA BETTER 

PHYSICAL PLANT. 
Facilities Management: 

A Manual for Plant Administration 

For th e first time ever, all the facts of the 
physical plant profession are compiled in 
one easy -to-use reference book. Facilities 
Management includes comprehensive 
technical and management information 
not found in any other single volume. Tt 
gives you the edge you need to success
fully manage your plant's operations. 

ISBN 0-913359-02-5. 864 pages. Hardcover, 
6"x9". Fully indexed and illustrated . 
$70 per copy ($50 to members of APPA). 

Associ .. t1on of Physi(.al Phtnt Adm.inistratorS of 
Universi ties a.nd ColJeges 

1446 Duke Street 
Alexandria, Virginia 22314--34-92 
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Improving Campus Telcom Service 
Campus Telephone Systems, Managing Change. 
by the National Association of College and 
University Business Officers. Washington. DC.: 
NACCIBO. 1985. 120 pp. $22 ($15/NACCIBO 
members). softcover. 

NACUBO has published a reference book 
oo telephone systems that wlll be helpful to 
any university adminlstrator. Campus 
admlnistrators and consultants In telecom
munications authored the seven chapters 
and provided a useful background for the 
changing telecommunications environment 
In the nation and on campuses. 

"The Changing Telecommunications 
Environment' proVides a most interesting 
summary of the history of AT&T. After 
Alexander Graham Bell invented the tele
phone in 1876 his two partners. Hubbard 
and Sanders. devised the philosophy of the 
Bell system: "Equipment could only be 
leased. not bought." Western Union viewed 
the telephone as a fleeting fad and turned 
down an opportunity to purchase the Bell 
Company In 1877 for $100.0001 The general 
reaction. to the "break •up" of the .Bell System 
has been negative. The question asked Is, 
Why break up the best telephone system In 
the worldl The history of the company Is 
described in an excellent summary of the 
divestiture agreement with the Justice 
Department ln 1982. and one can see some 
wisdom In the action by the Justice Depart
ment. 

Subsequent chapters are dearly written 
and provide guidance on managing change. 
selecting a consultant, flnanctog a new 
system and telephone system technology. 
As a followup there are case stud.Jes of a 
large Institution (University of Tennessee/ 
Knoxville) and a small Institution (McPher
son. College). An eleven-page glossary of 
terms completes thiS excellent reference. 

The publication ce.rtalnly attalns Its goal 
of providing a book that ·would give admin
istrators (of higher education) an overview 
of a rapidly changing field." 

One sentence in the chapter "Managing 
Change" puts the subject In focus: "Tele
cornmunlcatl.ons management l.n the infor
mation age Involves more than just tele
phones- It Involves development of a 
particular attitude about iaiormatlon man
agement. which Is destined to become one 
of the most important industries for the 
remainder of the twentieth century." 

Orders for Campus Telephone Systems: 
Managing Change must be prepaid and 
malled to NACUBO. P.O. Box 35024. 
Washington. DC 20013. Purchase orders are 
accepted from NACUBO members only and 
should be sent to Order Desk. NACUBO. 
One Dupont Ctrde. Suite 500. Washington. 
DC20036. 

- LaWTeoce F. O'Neill. J>.E. 
Administrator of Physical Facilities 

Washington University 
St. Louis. Missouri 

Text to Managing Maintenance 

The Complete Handbook of Maintenance 
Management. by John E. Heintzelman. En
glewood Cllffs. New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc .. 
1976. 355 pp. $49.95. hardcuver. 

Maintenance management ls ce.rtalnJy a 
prime responsibility of the head physical 
plant or facilities administrator. The Com
plete Handbook of MalnteDil.nce Manage
ment is a good general text that covers a 
broad subject area in this fie.Id. Even though 
it Is not aimed solely at a unlverslty or 
college plant system, the majority of lnfor
mation contained within It Is part of the 
daily routine of every plant's chief adminis
trator. John E. Heintzelman brings to his 
book more than twenty years of experience 
In Industrial maintenance management. 
and he has worked extensively as a consul
tant for both government and private com
panies. The text Is well illustrated with 
more than eighty helpful forms. tables. and 
graphs. The book Is broken down Into five 
major management functions: planning. 
organizing. staffing, controlling. and direct
ing. 

Planning allows a manager to act rather 
than react as he or she uses foresight when 
making decisions. Planning must be given 
proper attention for lt is one area that can 
greatly reduce the cost of a maintenance 
operation. Budgetary controls ace a necessity 
for proper planning. Techniques are given 
for controlling cost to help quantify plans. 
To obtain the greatest e.fflciency. steps are 
outlined to plan a plant's level of mal.nte
nance effort. 

Maintenance work must be properly 
Identified and scheduled for a program to 
be truly effective. Various methods are 
given to Identify work. Including complaints. 
manufacturer and safety standards. periodic 
or preventive maintenance. work identifica
tion numbering, emergency service calls, 
foreman·s Inspections. formalized planning 
on minor and major Jobs. and Inspections 
by craftsmen and inspection groups. The 
most popular and successfully used job 
planning and esttmating styles are detailed. 
Techniques are drawn from proven systems 
to help a manager devise a complete periodic 
maintenance program that goes beyond the 
preventive maintenance program that deals 
only with preventing equipment malfunc
tion. Finally. the author looks at designing 
maintenance help features into new build-
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logs to cut operating costs. 
The next essential maintenance manage

ment function discussed Is organizing. 
Activities needed to achieve the goals of the 
maintenance department must be consoll -
dated together and del.egated to the appro • 
prlate supervisor. Methods are given to help 
a manager save dollars and obtalo the 
desired physical results through contracting. 
Areas of contracting discussed are for con• 
structlon projects. janitorial, and grounds
keeping services. Many helpful polnters for 
reducing costs of contracted Janitorial ser
vices are given. The two basic contracts for 
Janitorial services. cost-per-square-foot and 
purchased-labor. are shown. Most of the 
chapter on contracting groundskeeplng 
maintenance stresses the importance of 
properly contracting landscape maintenance. 

Heintzelman provides many useful tech
niques to help a manager establish control 
so that his or her plans can be carried out as 
intended. Various automated Information 
systems are viewed. and the author gives 
step-by•step procedures that any malnte• 
nance manager can use to successfully 
design an automated maintenance Informa
tion system. These steps include operations 
analysis. requirements analysis. design 
concept and spectfications. program de
velopment and test. impl.ementatlon. and 
evaluation. The author states that by fol
lowing these steps a manager can avoid 
costly systems rework at a later date. which 
could cost 50 to 100 percent more than the 
initial Investment. 

The final section deals with the manage
ment function of directing. Directing helps 
tie all other necessary functions together 
through motivating, communicating. lead
ing. teaching delegation. delegating. coordi
nating. orienting. supervising directly. and 
directing with unity of command. 

The Complete Handbook o[Malntemmce 
Management is a readable book and Is set 
up to lead the reader through a sequential 
development of a maintenance management 
program from beginning to completion. It Is 
an Ideal book for someone starting from 
scratch. or for someone revamping an entire 
or part of a.n ex.lsting maintenance program. 
A newly appointed plant director. his or her 
assistant. or even one In charge of the 
plant's building maintenance operation 
could very well find this a helpful text. The 
more seasoned administrator ma.y find It a 
good review and may even find a few new 
and useful ideas for his or her own pro
gram. 

The Complete Handbook of Maintenance 
Management is available from Prentice-Hall. 
Inc .. Book Distribution Center. Route 59 at 
Brookhlll Drive. West Nyack. NY 10995. 

- RI.ck J. Beal 
Chief Architectural Draftsman 

Western Illinois University 
Macomb. Illinois 
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Complying with Right-to-Know 

Hazard Communication Federal/State Right-to
Know Laws. Chicago, Commerce deartng Bouse. 
Inc .. 660 pp. $30. softcover. 

This Is a quick reference book of fed
eral and state right-to-know laws with 
explanations. The book contains OSHA's 
hazard communication standard (29 CFR 
1910.1200) ln reproduced full text. Com
merce dearing House also provides full 
analysis both from their point of view and 
OSHA's explanations. enforcement plans 
and appellate court decisions on the stan
dards validity. 

The book also reviews the state hazard 
communication laws on regulations for 
each state and if the state law differs from 
the federal law the different provlslons are 
analyzed. For states that have enacted the 
federal law with amendments, only the 
provisions that differ substantially from the 
federal regulations are reproduced. 

The provisions of the federal hazard 
communication standard ls to evaluate 
hazardous chemicals In the work place. The 
resulting Information Is to be transmitted 
by manufacturers. Importers. and dis
tributors by means of contalner labels and 
material safety data sheets. The employers 
currently affected by the standard are those 

In Industrial codes 20 through 39. The 
decision by OSHA to limlt the enforcement 
of the Standard to certain manufacturing 
sectors has been criticized and challenged 
ln the courts by unlons and publlc interest 
groups. The standard .ls now before the 
court ofappeals for justification of llmitation 
or further expansion of coverage. 

Many states already have provisions 
through state and local community right-to
know laws enacted to protect employees 
from hazardous chemicals ln the work place 
that are not limited to the manufacturing 
sector. Trus book helps to look at the 
problem of overlapping federal and state 
hazard communication requirements. The 
book provides for an analysts of federal 
standards with OSHA's guidelines for 
compllance officers. The analyses of court 
declslons apply to the laws as they stood 
October 1. 1985. 

The book is useful ln understandi.ng the 
current maze of laws and regulations in an 
area of hazard communication and rigbt
to-know that is gettlng more and more 
attention every day. The analysis is under· 
standable and gives the reader necessary 
Information to implement the OSHA 
1910.1200 standard or applicable state laws 
a.nd compare the difference in state and 
federal laws. The book al.so provides lnfor
matlon as to the compliance officers' Inter-
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pretatlon of the OSHA I.aw. 
The negative side of the book is that 

there ls aheady available on the subject a 
lot of free or inexpensive govern ment 
publlcations from your local OSHA office. 
Also, the state labor departments can help 
with state interpretations of communlty 
right-to-know laws. Most state labor and 
OSHA personnel are wtlli.ng to discuss 
Interpretations with employees or employ
ers through telephone consultations. 

For the person who does not have ac.cess 
to consultations on the laws and regulations 
or who has responsibilities In several states. 
this is an excellent reference book. It enables 
the reader to cross reference different state 
laws as they rel.ate to the federal regulation. 
Hazard communication is here to stay and 
the person responsible for implementation 
of a hazard communication program would 
benefit from trus information avallable in 
one easily understood publication. 

Hazard Communication FederaVState 
Right-to-Know Laws ls aval.lable from Com
merce dearing House, lnc., P.O. Box 5490. 
Chicago. IL 60680-9882. 

-Linda D. Lee. M.S. 
Safety Director 

Onlverslty of Arkansas for Medical Sciences 
Little Rock. Arkansas 

CARPENTER 

• a • & • ' 
t 

• • ' • SINGLE SOURCE WARRANTY 

CARPENTER INSULATION 
AND COATINGS CO. 
4443 BRONZE WAY 
DALLAS,TEXAS 75236 
(214) 330-0357 

WARRANTED INSUlATIVE ROOFING 
AND RE-ROOFING SYSTEMS 
POLYURETHANE FOAMED-IN-PLACE INSULATION 
WITH ELASTOMERIC COATING SYSTEMS 

NATIONAL AVAILABILITY 
POLYURETHANE SPRAY FOAM SYSTEMS 

ELASTOMERIC, FLUID APPLIED ROOFING SYSTEMS 

INSULATIVE ROOFING AND RE-ROOFING SYSTEMS 

APPLICATION: EXPERTISE, EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING 

1 ·800-527-5598 



Field fabrication of 
pipe insulation is outdated. 

It's time you consider a better way. 

It's time for INSUL-8 
pre-insulated piping systems 

from Rovanco. 

our unfair 
advantage. 

When it comes to pre-Insulated 
piping applications, Rovanco 
has been there. 

From a few hundred feet for 
industrial applications to 108 miles 
of 12, 16, and 20 inch pre-insulated 
pipe for a Getty Oil pipeline pro
ject. From the - 90°F. weather 
in Antarctica to 740 miles of pre
insulated pipe in saudi Arabia for 
hot and chill water distribution 
systems. Rovanco·s experience 
leads the way. 

And, now, over and over again, 
contractors, engineers and 
owners are discovering that 
pre-insulated piping systems are 

more efficient, more durable, and more economical 
than the field fabrication procedures of the past. 

Let us show you the way. Pre-insulated piping 
systems make sense. contact us. We'll explain the 
advantages, then you decide. 

WHETHER IT'S ... 

Hi-Temp 
Underground 

conduit 

OR Mid to LOW 
Temp FOam 

systems 

we have a Full Line of Products to serve 
your Pre-Insulated Piping Needs. 

our unfair advantage? 

Experience, of course! 

Rovanco 
THE LEADER IN PRE-INSULATED 

PIPING SYSTEMS 
Interstate 55 & Frontage Road 
Joliet, Illinois 60435 
Telephone !815) 741-6700 
Telex 723459 
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FREE ... 
Steam 
Temp 
Calculator 

.. 

Slum Temper•lure 
••: Pre sure 

TOPOG· 
THE 

GASKET 
THAT 

cfoes not LEAK 

• PAESSU~ES TO 180 PSI 
• TEr.<PEsv.'IUAES TO 3IO F 

PACKED WITH 
INFORMATION TO 
HELP YOU MEASURE 
THE PERFORMANCE 
OF YOUR BOILER 
Helping you with your boiler is our 
business. Topog-E Gasket 
Company pioneered the 
Rubber Boiler Gasket 
nearly three decades 
ago. Today we offer you 
the World's best quality 
Boiler Gaskets. 

• For pressures to 180 PSI and 
temperatures to 380° F 

• Easy to install & remove 
• No chiseling or ~r::, 

buffing required 'i--~Q 'i--r::,-4--<t;,, 
~ C, 

~-<,O c,.-<t;,, 
e,v o~o 

'i--'- -.\.-<. 
~e, o~ 
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Classifieds 
Available Listings 
Job Openings. Positions Wanted. Infor
mation Exchange. Equipment for Sale. 
Seminars and Workshops. Publications, 
Software. Products/Services. and Mis
cellaneous. Other listings available 
upon request. 

Rates 
Classified line advertisements: Line ads 
are set in 7-point type at the rate of $5 
per line or fraction thereof (5-line 
minimum charge): includes heading, 
address. and telephone number. 
Classified boxed or display advertise
ments: Boxed ads are set in 8-point 
type with IO-point heads. Classified 
display ads must be camera-ready. 
black-and-white. and not longer than 3 
inches. The column width is 2-1/4 
inches. The rate for boxed or display 
ads is $40 per column inch. measured 
to the nearest quarter-inch (2-inch 
minimum charge). 
Discounts: Discounts and agency com
missions are not allowed for any classi
fied advertising. 

dosing dates: November 25 for Winter 
issue: February 27 for Spring 1987 
issue. 

Address: Send all classified advertise
ments or requests for further informa
tion to- Classifieds 

F AOLITIES MANAGER 
1446 Duke Street 
Alexandria. Virginia 

22314-3492 

Job Openings 
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATR UNIVRRSITY 

DI.rector. Multlpmpo1e Building 
Responsible for overall administration and supervision of 
Multipurpose Building fad!Jtles and Its programs. Work 
Includes all phases of management budgeting and plan
ning: promotions and development of use: scheduling 
and operations: safety: marketing and coordination of 
events. Position will develop marketing plans and actively 
seek events for occupancy: will work ln dose IJaison with 
the Board of Managers. Ooiversity Administration, City, 
Chamber of Commerce. outside agendes. University de
partments and programs. Wlll exerdse considerable inde
pendent judgment. discretion. and lnJtlatlve. Public con
tact, public relatt.ons. and promotion will be Important re• 
sponslbllitles. Qualifications: Five years· progressive ex• 
pertence In a management or professional level position 
In an arena, convention center. Luge recreational facility. 
publi.c events Cacillty. or equivalent. Ba.chelor's degree lo 
Business Admlnlstratlon. Public Administration. or re
lated field. Master's degree preferred. SALARY: $30.000/ 
year minimum D.O.E. plus fringe benefits: Cape Girardeau 
Is a low cost-of-llvlng area. APPLICATION DEADLINE: 
October 15. 1986. position starts as soon after as possible. 
To apply. send letter of application. resume. and three cur
rent letters of reference to the Director or Perso.nnel Ser· 
vices. Southeast Missouri State University. cape Girar· 
deau. MO 63701. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY, MIP. 
AFFIRMJI TTVE ACTION EMPLOYER. 

FACTLITIES MANAGER 

Meetings 
APPA Regional Meeting• 
Midwest-September 27-0ctobe.r I. 1986. Grand Valley 
State College, Allendale. Ml. 
Central Srates-september 28-0ctober I. 1986. UnJver
sity of Oklahoma. Norman. OK. 
Southeastern-October 5·8. 1986. The Citadel Charles· 
ton. SC. 
Eastern-November 9-12, 1986. WashJogtoo. DC. 

Institute for Facilities Management (lnduc!Jng special 
program oo medical college facilltles). January 4-9. 1987. 
Denver. Colorado. $675 ($575/ APPA member Institu
tions). To register or to receive a program brochure. con· 
tact APPA. 1446 Duke Street, Alexandria. VA 22314-3492: 
703/684-1446. 

Publlcations 
I 984-85 Comparative Cost• and Staffing Repon for 
College and University Facilities. lncludes energy cost 
& consumption data for I 984-85. $50 ($25/ APPA mem· 
bers) + $5 shJpplng/handling. Order from Pub!Jcations. 
APPA, 1446 Duke Street. Alexaodna. VA 22314-3492. 

Proceedings of the 73rd Annual Meeting of APPA (Im
proving Management Through New Technologies). 
$2 J ($ 15/ APPA members) + $5 shlpping/handhag. Order 
from APPA. 1446 Duke Street, Alexandna. VA 22314. 

Housekeeping Handbook for ln1tltutlon1, Bu11De11, 
and Industry (revised edition), by Edwin B. Feldman. P.E. 
$30 ($22/ APPA members) + $5 shJpptng/handlJng. Order 
from APPA, 1446 Duke Street. Alexandria. VA 22314. 

Training 
Management/Supervision vlde0Upe1 now available 
for rental I I ) Fundamental SkJlls of Managing People; 
2) Fun damental SkJlls of CommunJG3ting With People; 
3) Using Positive Dlsdp/Jne; and 4) Giving Orders and 
Instructions. $75 for five-day rental $115 for ten-day 
rental. Available tn 3/4' U-ma.tlc versions only. Por more 
tnfonnatton. contact Steve Howard. APPA. 1446 Duke 
Street, Alexandria, VA 22314-3492: 703/684-1446. 

Videotapes 
NATURAL GAS OPPORTUNITIES FOR WGHBR EDU• 
CATION. Entire contents of APPA/ACE/NACOBO execu
tive brteftag held this summer ln WashJngton. DC. In· 
eludes comments by C.M. Naeve of the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission. presentations by gas marketers 
and producers. and shows how West Vtrglnla Unlverslty 
saved 40 percent lo natural gas purchases ln one year. 
Available in l /2' VHS standard format: tracking guide to 
each speaker included. $60 per tape plus $5 shJpplng/han· 
dllng ($7 for orders of two or more tapes): orders from 
APPA nonmember lnstitutlons must be prepaid Order 
from APPA. 1446 Duke Street. Alexandria, VA 22314. 

Index of Advertisers 

APPA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17, 28 
Capron Incorporated . . . . . . . . . . . cover 3 
Carpenter Insulation and Coatings Co. . . . . 30 
Dexsil Corporation . . . . . . . . . . cover 4 
Eastern Metal of Elmira. lnc. . . . . . . . . 28 
Hetherington Industries. Inc. . . . . . . . 2 
Honeywell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 
Medeco Security Locks, Inc. . . . . . .. 18 
Milliken & Company . . . . . . . . . . cover 2 
Pannier Graphics . . . . . . . . . .. . .... 26 
Rovanco . . . . . ......... . ... .. 31 
Topog-E Gasket . . . . . . . . . ....... 32 
TORK . . . . . . . ....•.• . .. .... . 19 



"Improving 
Management 

Through New 
Technologies'' 

73rd Annual Meeting of /VF\ 
For your convenience the Association of Physical Plant Administrators of Universities and Colleges in con junction 
with Capron Incorporated has arranged for a series of tapes recorded at the 73rd Annual Meeting held in Boston , 
July 14, 15, 16, 1986 These tapes are now ava ilab le to you . Simply fill out the order form below. Be su re to include 
proper payment and shipping information . 

/. Keynote Session, Lim V"I/Je. 

.!. You Look Maa-ahvelous, R"he,·1 II. Cl,w •sr,11. 

. l. Cogeneration: An Experience Review, Ste1•e11 R . 
. 'il.:IJiller. /}attid Wenner. Rnhert Rlwul. Rit'IJanl 
Md)erm"tt. 

4. Bridging the Communications Gap between 
Researcher and Planner Ralpb < )_ Allen PbD. . . 'ianc~v 
II. la mbert Ill. 

5. Improving and Extending Human Resources - A 
Strategy for Developing and Implementing Skill 
Training, Gerald H. Kuiz. 

6. Developing Responsive High Tech FaciHties,_/im 
Hurke. 

l' I.EA~E U IEC"K l'l'ROPRL,\TE SE ·11:,,iAR TA Pf l ·MtlER 

ORDER FORM t pka.'i(;" prinr) 

AME 

~. Hazardous Waste Manageme nt: The Smithsonian 
Experience, Michael R. Leap,1.w ,.fola 11daj,mcze11•ski. 

If Marketing the PhysicaJ Plan1,Joh11 Heinz . 

9. Improving Your Plants Image and Effectiveness, 
Mark}. Bmljnur. 

__ JO. The Monkey In the Audience or All Developmem 
is Self-Development, Edzdn B. Feldman 

__ //_Your Changing Role , Louis Murrell. 

___ I 2. The Plant Manager's Changing Role in a High 
Tech Era, William l)ick.mn 

I □ 1. □ -~ □ -i D 'i □ (1 D D H □ ') □ 10 □ I I □ 12 □ 

ADDRESS _ __________________________ ~ 

< :tTY ______ _______ STATf. _ I.I I' CC lDE 

TEI.El'HO E ( ino.:ludl.' are1 n>(k) -------------------------------------

FORM UI' PAYME 'T __ MO 'EY llRl)EH __ PEIN) Al. CHECK __ CREDIT CARD 

TYPE l )I ' CREDIT CARD ________ CREDIT CARD EXl' IRATIO DATE _____ __ _ 

Al 'THOR I ZED Sl(i 'A"ll .RE 

lndi,idu:tl c:,,-_-....11l·, ..•. ...• . s.,_(,() l.'ach 
Compktl· Sl·t 12 1ap<·,- _ .... .. ... . S'i0.00 

,hippini: ... ... ... ' .... H'i rx ·r l'aSSl"tll· 
'i" .. sail:, tax for !VIA rl'silkn1, 

s ..... ". , . , .. . . . ..... ...... ... . . 

'; "., , all', tax . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S . .. .. . . ..... ... •. . . .. .. . .. • ... .. 

Shipping H'i l'ach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S .•.. ... . . . . . ..••.......... ••.•.• 

To1:1 I . . ... . . ___ . . .•... ... ....• S 

Please make money orders and persona l checks 
payable to Capron Incorporated 

.APRON 
INCORPORATED 

.&lulio-11'1...i Dtriallm 

Tho Beaton P&rll. Plaza Hot.ol 

50 Park Plaza 

8oeton, YA02117 

Production support for Specia l Events. Business 
Meetings. and Convent,ons. 



The portallle &-minute PCB test. 

Dexsil's proven Clor-N-Oil '" 
PCB Screening Kit 

determines the presence of 
PCBs in transformer fluid. 
using a simple 5-minute test 
kit that is portable, disposable 
and complete. Proven in 
hundreds of thousands of 
tests worldwide. Clor-N-Oil 
50 reveals PCB levels over 
50ppm, while Clor-N-Oil 500 
performs the same test at 500ppm. 

Everything you need is in this 
compact , inexpensive kit. 

AsUttleaS4. 

DEXSIL 
DEX SIL CORPORATION· 1 HAMDEN PARK DRIVE• HAMDEN, CT 06517 

PHONE: (203) 288-3509 • TELEX : 550-210 

Hands never touch chemicals. 
No complex equipment. No 
calibration. No technical 
experience needed. One year 
shelf life. Available in shelf 
packs of 20 kits each and 
cases of 80. Prices start at 
$6/ kit. Quantity discounts 
available. 

· c1or •N-Oil 1s an £PAI trademark. 

· auantlly Discount price. 

Write or phone today for additional information 
and a FREE Sample Kit! 
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